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ABS TRA CT
A Study to Determine the Basic Requirements

of International Hotel Chains When Investing
in Latin America, and also to Analyze if
Colombia Meets These Basic Requirements

by
Carlos Alberto De Freitas
1.

Area of Invetigation

The basic requirements of six major International
Hotel chains when investing in Latin America, and the

Colombian laws which deal with Foreign Investment, in order
to find out the reasons why there are only two major chains
in Colombia.

2

Materials and Methods Used
One questionnaire directed to the Directors of

Operations of the six selected international hotel companies
was used to collect the required data as well as in depth
personal interviews,

The data gathered in relation to the

Colombian laws came from official publications and Colombian
law codes.

3,

MajorFindings
A,

International hotel chains do want to expand overseas,
but without any commitment of funds.

B.

The requirements of the International Hotel chains are

more strict when the companies want to invest in Latin

America.
C.

Feasibility studies done by the international
hotel chains are more in depth and more carefully
done for Latin America than anywhere else.

D.

International hotel chains are very interested in
Colombia as a country to be in,

E.

Colombian laws are becoming more and more liberal
towards foreign investment.

F.

The main reason for Colombia not having more

international hotel chains is because local investors want a quick return on their investment.

4,Results and Conclusion
A,

Colombia is a good country to invest in.

B,

The Colombian Government must help the local

investors by means of allowing them to have easy
access to credit,
C,

Colombia has to create more incentive to attract
more foreign investors.

D.

Colombia has to get its Tourism Industry out of
the Andean Pact in order to be more liberal towards
foreign investment,
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

The Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to determine the basic
requirements of International Hotel chains when investing
in Latin America, and also to analyze if Colombia meets
these basic requirements.
The Subproblems
1.

The first subproblem.

The first subproblem is

to determine the basic requirements

of the International

Hotel chains when investing in Latin America.
2.

The second subproblem,

The second subproblem is

to analyze if Colombia meets the basic requirements of the
International Hotel chains,
The Hypotheses
The first hypothesis is that International Hotel
chains have certain requirements when investing in Latin
America.
The second hypothesis is that Colombia does not meet
the basic requirements by the International Hotel chains,
The Delimitations
The study will consider the investing requirements

in Latin America.
The study will only consider the investing requirements of International Hotel chains (Hilton International,

Sheraton, Holiday Inn, Hyatt International, Marriott and
Inter-Continental).
The study will be limited

to the companies that have

been mentioned above, and the reasons why, only two of them

(Hilton and Inter-Continental), had invested in Colombia and
the others have not,
The Definition of Terms
International Hotel chains:

As suming that these

chains can be considered as Multinationals, then they are
corporations

that participate in international business

activities.

A firm that produces, markets, and

finances its

operations throughout various nations of the world.**

Assumptions
The first assumption.

The first assumption is that

International Hotel chains will continue to invest and
expand.
The second a sumption

The second assumption is that

International Hotel chains are interested in Latin America
and specifically in Colombia as a potential market with
good growth opportunities.

**Jerry M. Rosenberg.

Dictionary of Business and Management

(A Wiley-Interscience Publication

p. 292

The third assumption.

The third assumption is that

Colombia is interested in attracting more International
Hotel chains,
The fourth assumption

is that

the economy and the political situation in Colombia
will
remain reasonably stable.
The Importance of the Study
The importance of this study can be viewed from two
different sides.

From one side the importance to the Inter-

national Hotel chains, and from the other side the importance
to Colombia.
First of all then, this study is important in that it
will help the researcher know which are, if any, the basic
requirements of the International Hotel chains when investing in Latin America,

Furthermore,

if these basic require-

ments vary from one part of the world to another, or if on
the other hand, they are the same all over the world.
Second of all, this study is important because it
will give an idea to the researcher of how important Latin

America is for the International Hotel chains, and how do
they view Latin America in their long run plans.

Finally, the study will help the researcher find out
the reasons why, at the present time, there are only two
major International Hotel chains in Colombia.
On the other hand, this study will help determine
which of the basic requirements, Colombia does not have in

order to attract more International Hotel chains,
Additionally, the study will give the researcher an
idea of how does Colombia view its tourism potentials, and
if the Colombian Government has any specific plans towards
the development of the Tourism Industry.
Furthermore,

by means of this study the researcher

will be able to know what is the image that the International Hotel chains have of Colombia as a market with a
good potential for tourism or not.
The study will become even more important when the
researcher analyzes some of the points mentioned above, and
gets some conclusions on whether or not Colombia should be
more flexible in its requirements towards foreign invest-

ment.

5

CHAPTER II
THE REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

HISTORY A

ELO

T

OF INTERNATIONAL

HOTEL CHAINS
"In Asia, starting about 500 B.C., along the caravan
routes Caravanserais were found in the country and Khans in
the cities.

Caravanserais provided lodging only and were

maintained as charities by the local mogul.

There was a

porter who might receive gratuities from the traveler.

The

Khans, on the other hand, provided lodging, food and other
necessaries, and charged a fixed rate decided by the
Governor.
In the 13th century China, the Mongols established
relay houses to accommodate travelers and provide postal
services.
The Roman Catholic Church was perhaps the first
international hotel chain.

Monasteries or Abbeys operated

hospices at key points along the road, as well as guest

houses adjacent to the church building if located in a
remote area.

Guests were also accommodated within the main

buildings themselves.

However, the guests were expected

to supply their own food, fuel, and bedding.

lStatler, Lectures, Presented at the University of
Massachusetts.
Department of Hotel, Restaurant and Travel
Administration, 1971, p. 62,

Increase

in. Hotel

Construction

With the advent of general travel by rail, hotel

construction increased greatly in Europe and the United
Individual hotel managers started seasonal opera-

States.

tions in two countries.

A European manager might operate

a hotel in Switzerland in the summer and in Southern France
or Italy in the winter season, sometimes for the same

owners,
"Probably the most famous of these international
hotel-keepers was Cesar Ritz (1850-1917).

His first such

international mana ement experience was at the age of 26,
managing the Rigi Kulm Hotel in Switzerland and the Hotel

Victoria at San Remo.

During the 1890's, Ritz was admin-

istratively and financially active in the planning or
operation of seventeen hotels and restaurants located

in

Egypt, South Africa, Spain, Italy, France, Switzerland,
Germany,

and England;

and he was engaged in investment

negotiations and discussions for new hotels in Portugal,
Argentina, Hungary, Canada and

the United States . "2

"Probably the first referral services, besides
Thomas Cook and Sons which was established in 1844, was

the British Register of Inspected and Approved Hotels
issued by the Bicycle Touring Club in 1878."0

2

Ibid., pp. 62-63.

3 Peter

Michael.

Hutchinson and Co.,

International Tourism (London:

Ltd.,

1969) p. 120,

Centralization of Control
At the time that E.M. Statler was establishing his

Inside Inn at the St. Louis Exposition, country trust
associations in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales were

reforming the public houses to serve better the traveler.
Gradually one association joined with another; and in 1919
Trust Houses Limited, was formed to provide centralized
control, inspection of loca
able prices.

managers, and fixed and reason-

Catering was encouraged, as was expanding the

number of rooms.

The benefits of centralization enable the

supply of alcoholic refreshments

,

inns to operate free of ties to a specific brewery for

"Incidentally, brewers in England, Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand have operated taverns, public houses, and
inns for several centuries to ensure outlets for their
products . "

Like modern governments, the brewers supplied

the capital for construction, technical advice, and inspection services,
"The

first American international hotel operator

was probably Eugene C. Epply during the twenties and thir-

ties.

Based in Omaha, he operated three hotels in Central

America as well as a number of midwest (U.S.)

properties,

In the thirties, the American Hotel Corporation operated

two hotels in Panama and one in the Dominican Republic."
4

Statler, op. cit., p. 63.

51bid.

5

Hotel construction in Europe and in North America
was stimulated by the prosperity of the twenties.

Dr.

Lundberg has indicated that hotels are built for: 6

-

Pride of ownership

-

Profit from building ex

-

Profit from promoting and financing

-

Profit from appreciation in value of site
and of the surrounding property

-

To reduce income taxes

nditures

To this list of reasons mihthe added the following:
-

To serve as part of a larger (entertainment)
development

-

To sell products and services in the future
as represented by franchising systems and
"tied houses"

-

Profit or salary for managing operations
(such as Trader Vic's or hotel owning
company managers)

-

Profit from sale of land to hotel company

-

To generate sales for other hotels (in

chains) or modes of transport.

International Hotel

2

~nnis

Multi-unit North American hotel companies emerged
in the twenties, and their very size forced standardization
of design, operations and control methods,

Some of the

operational techniques were made available to all American
6 Donald

E. Lundberg.
Business, p. 71.

The Hotel

and Restaurant

9

hotels by the American Hotel Association's publications.
After World War II, American hotel executives and companies
were in the best economic position to expand overseas,
aided by the principles and legislation of the Marshall Plan.
It was at this time that Pan American World Airways
organized the Inter-Continental Hotel Corporation,

The

company began as the inspiration of two visionaries,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, then President of the United
States, and Juan Terry Trippe, former President of Pan
American Airways.

At a White House breakfast one day in

1944, the two discussed a concern for the development of
South America.

Out of the meeting came a practical con-

clusion--one way to attract businessmen and tourists would
be to offer them good hotels,

Trippe agreed that Pan Am,

with the support of such U.S. institutions as the ExportImport Bank, could form a subsidiary to foster endeavor;
and in April 1946, International Hotels Corporation was
born, only to change its name the following year to InterContinental Hotels Corporation, which has been printed since
1964 to further the corporate image as "Inter-Continental."
The First

Inter-Continental Hotel

The organization started out by remodeling, and taking
over the management of existing hotels.

Inter-Continental's

first hotel (which was sold and closed in 1967) was the
Grande in Belem, Brazil, at the mouth of the Amazon River.
Under the corporation's original policy, hotels were to be

10

situated along Pan American's routes, and Belem was a stop
on the airline's flying boat run across the northeastern
shoulder of South America.

Belem can be steaming hot, and

after Inter-Continental's refurnishing, the Grande's
cocktail lounge was the only air-conditioned public room in
town.
Following face-liftings were more elaborate.

Under

Inter-Continental operation, the Hotel Carrera in Santiago,
Chili, was chaned figu ratively from caterpillar to butterfly.

"As a result, room occupancy jumped from 49 percent

in 1949 to 74 percent in
other peripheral

quilla,

Food an

Beverage sales and

income rose from 122 percent of room sales

in 1950 to 156 percent in
Similarly,

1953.

1953."7

the 250- room Hotel Del Prado in Barran-

Colombia, before

joining Inter-Continental,

fading charm of an Old World grande dame,

had the

Inter-Continental

restored her youth and added a soda fountain and a snack bar
by the swimming pool.

The nightclub was redecorated;

after dark, newly installed floodlights

and

illuminated the

hotel's swaying palms, while famous bands played on the

terrace.
Soon Inter-Continental was breaking ground for new
hotels,

The corporation generally preferred associations

with local investors having majority control, Inter-Continental providing minority financial interest and a
7 Statler,

op. cit, p. 64.

management contract.

It assumed the major responsibility

for designing and promoting the new hotels that would bear
the Inter-Continental name; and in so doing, brought about
radical innovations in the concept of what a hotel in a
"foreign land" could be.
A principal influence in this regard was InterContinental's second President, Byron E. Calhoun.

A veteran

hotelier, Calhoun had definite ideas about the function and
design of Inter-Continental hotels.

Their aura, he felt,

should be one of informal, distinctive luxury,

There should

be a grill, a coffee shop and a snack bar, all places where
guests could get quick service at reasonable prices,

There

was also to be a formal dining room, with dancing and evening
entertainment.

If guests wished to wear dinner clothes,

fine; but formal attire, as in "British Colonial" hotels,
was not to be required.

He had noted that the less formal

establishments were doing the greater business,
The combination parlor and bedroom, typical of
traditional hotels, was replaced by an attractive, air
conditioned living room with a picture window, and a divan
that converted to a bed,

This provided patrons with two

rooms for the price of one,

Large trunk closets were eliminated as travelers
no longer arrived by ship with luggage for an entire season,
They now came by plane, with compact suitcases that held
clothing for a few days.

The old-fashioned, high-ceilinged

hotel lobby, with its ornate walls,

was also deemed a space-

12

waster.

The modern lobby's function was that of a thorough-

fare for busy travelers, not a dawdling place,

The Inter-

Continental lobby ceilings were lower, making available more
room space above.

Lobby walls were converted into shops,

airline and cable offices, plus other facilities that provided conveniences to the guests and income to the hotel,

Inter-Continental's new hotels began to embellish
the Latin American landscape with a contemporary elegance
that the region had never known.

"The first hostelry

designed and constructed by Inter-Continental was Bogota's
Tequendama

-

a 400-room, $8,725,000 modern palace with wall

to wall car petin

and high-speed elevators."

8

The 150-room

83,000,000 Hotel Del Lago, in Maracaibo, Venezuela, featured
a swimming pool with a window through which non-swimmers
could watch the underwater ballet.
Nonetheless,

along with modemn comforts, Inter-Contin-

ental insisted that each hotel preserve the unique charms
and decor of the host country.

Guests should not travel

thousands of miles and step into the atmosphere of a Miami
Beach resort.

This policy is still honored in Inter-Con-

tinental's current marketing slogan, "When you have seen
one, you haven't seen them all!"

In all of its facilities, Inter-Continental strove
to preserve local tradition.

As part of its effort, it

built its kitchens backward.

Instead of first constructing

the kitchen, and then turning out the meals that it could
8 Gen.

ernan Medina. Histori
l Hotel
(Bogota: Editorial Norma, 1974), p, 40.

e uenma

13

best produce, Inter-Continental observed the types of local
preferences in cuisine, then built the kitchens around the
local menus and available foods.
From the beginning, Inter-Continental staffed its
hotels with as many local citizens as possible,
this practice presented problems.

Admittedly,

Some locally hired

waiters thought that fast breakfast service meant putting
fruit, cereal,

con and eggs, and a second cup of coffee,

all on the table at once.

"In Caracas's Tamanaco, a tele-

phone operator became so excited upon handling her first
call from overseas that she deserted her switchboard and ran
through the lobby

ging the recipient." 9

Inter-Continental

alleviated such employee inexperience by starting personnel
training

programs that have developed into a global educa-

tional curriculum,
For all of its trials and tribulations, Inter-Continental's pioneering enterprise bloomed.; and unprecedented
numbers of tourists and businessmen went south of the
border.

By 1960,

the chain had 11 properties in Latin

America for an expansion rate of almost one hotel per year.
The vast majority of new hotels opened in the principal cities of the world since 1957 are associated with

international hotel companies, increasingly in cooperation
with airlines, or as a result of airline leadership.

Thus,

these companies are making a powerful contribution to
economic growth through the encouragement and facilitation
of tourism,
tatler, op. cit., p. 65.

1

While initially there was a tendency to export "an
American hotel" overseas,

most U.S. international corpora-

tions today attempt to embody in each hotel's design some of
the cultural traditions of the host country,

so that each

hotel will be representative of the country in which it is
located.

Local investors are not always sympathetic with

these efforts.

They frequently demand, apparently for

reasons of status, a "modern" hotel, which to them means
"North American."
The

chief contributions that international hotel

companies can make to an operation of individual hotels
include:
-

Their experience in development and funding
of projects

-

Possible equity investment in the property

-

Profit-generating design criteria and tech-

niques
-

Technical services in construction, decoration and equipment

-

A manpower pool of trained executives and
supervisors

-

World-wide personnel recruiting services

-

Training know-how and materials

-

Uniform systems of economical operating
techniques

-

Impartial application of standards and
controls

-

World-wide advertising

-

World-wide reservations and sales organi-

zations
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-

World-wide private network of telecommunications

-

Identification in the world travel market

-

Reservation referrals from one hotel to
another

-

Some sharing of risks

-

Shared benefits of good business practices

-

Logistical support by home office and regional
staffs composed of trained executives

-

Group buying benefits

Methods of Coin ensationa for Inentonal Hotel Chains
Methods of compensation to the International Hotel
company include incentive fees or participation in profits,
or a fixed lease rental income, or a fixed management fee,
or a franchise fee, plus special charges for technical or
mana erial s rvices, possibly a fixed charge per reservation
or room night, perhaps in the form of reimbursement of
system expenses.
In 1971, hotel companies operating internationally
included:
-

Braniff Airlines

-

Esso Motor Hotels

-

European Hotel Corp. (several airlines)

-

Flagship Hotels (American Airlines)

- Grand Metropolitan Hotels
-

Hilton International

-

Holiday Inns

-

Howard Johnson
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-

Hyatt International

-

Inter-Continental Hotels

-

Knott Hotels Corp.

-

Loew's Hotels

-

D.W. Ludwig Interests

-

Marriott Corporation

-

Rockresorts Company (Eastern Airlines)

-

Sheraton International

-

Sonesta Hotels Corp.

-

Steigenberger Hotels Ltd.

-

Travelodge International

- Trust Houses/Forte Ltd.
-

Western Hotels International (United Airlines)

During the 16th century, Sa nish conquistadores
marched up the Valley of the Mag alena River into the
Andes mountains,

They hoped to find gold.

El Dorado, an Indian king who took
ceremony.

Legend told of

rt in a dramatic

His attendants powdered him with gold dust, then

rowed him into a lake.

He submerged himself, and his sub-

jects tossed in emerald and gold ornaments as offerings to
the gods.
Today Colombia with more than 600 mines, is a leading
producer of gold in South America.

Most mines lie near the

country's second largest city, Medellin,

Colombia also

produces 90 percent of the world's emeralds,

The green
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crystals come from mines near Bogota.
and mountain-eating machinery.

No dynamite blast

Workers chip away at the

thin veins with hand tools, just as Indians did centuries
ago.

In the capital and largest city, the gold museum

displays a 1796 karat emerald, the size of a woman's fist,
For all its gold and emeralds, however, Colombia's
real treasure is coffee.

Some 300,000 farms, of about

fifteen acres each, cling to the slopes of the Andes.

In

the shade of banana trees, the berries of the coffee trees
slowly ripen, turning from dark green to yellow to bright
red.

After three weeks, they removed the skins and pack

the coffee beans into large sacks,
If you stood at the foot of an imaginary mountain
with a telescope, you could see sugar cane and cotton
fields in the low lands, coffee trees in the cool slopes
above 3,000 feet, and potatoes in the colder regions above

6,500

feet.

Even though western Colombia contains steep terrain,
the majority of Colombians live there.

Farm villages cling

to alpine ridges, and modern cities seemed to crawl up the
sides of valleys.

Colombia, the fourth largest country in South America,
has an area of 444,000 square miles, about the size of

Texas and California combined.
twenty-seven million,
after Brazil,

With a population of about

it ranks second in South America,

in number of inhabitants,

Two thirds of the

population is concentrated in the country's highland regions
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covering roughly one third of the country.

By contrast,

the eastern re ions are scarcely populated.

Most prominent in Colombia's topography are the
three ranges of the Andean Mountain chain.

The Pacific

Ocean coast line is nearly 800 miles long, and the Atlantic,
or Caribbean, some 1,000 miles,

Crossed by the Equator,

Colombia has four distinct climatic zones depending on
altitude:

tropical, moderate,cool and cold,

Bordering

nations to the South are Ecuador and Peru; to the East
Venezuela and Brazil; and to the Northwest Panama.
Econom
Colombia has attained a solid foreign exchan e
position, with Lar

reserves and an excellent credit

The current level of international reserves exceeds

rating.

the yearly value of imports or, seen in other terms, the
outstanding

lance of the entire foreign debt of Colombia,

Expansion in exports of merchandise and services
has largely contributed to this unprecedented rise in the
level of international reserves.

There is now greater

diversification in exports, with coffee representing some
60 percent of the total value; semi-manufactured and manufactured items some 20 percent; foodstuffs other than
coffee 10 percent; fossil fuels 4 percent; and other basic
products 6 percent,

Among services, tourism has come to

play a relevant role with a yearly inflow of about $700
million,
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Following five successive years of dynamic growth,
Colombia's export trade contracted by about 27 percent in
value terms for the period January-November 1981.
main factor in this decline was coffee.

The

Exports other than

coffee amounted to $1.425 billion through the end of 1981,
just under the $1.436 billion recorded in 1980.

Many agri-

cultural commodities performed well and the overall value
of these exports remained as in 1980,
mism were bananas,

Of particular dyna-

frozen beef, rice, beans and cacao,

which emerged as an export for the first time in a decade.
Fresh cut flowers and cotton fiber showed moderate growth,
but sugar, tobacco, and cheeses were off sharply.
The entire volume of foreign trade, including imports and exports,
a record high.
the U.S.
nations.

an

reached close to

8 billion in 1980,

Colombia's key trade partners are Europe,

Latin America,

particularly Andean Group

Exports to Europe are newly vigorous, and this

area now exceeds North America as a market for Colombian
goods,

Colombia's financial liquidity enables it to obtain
the necessary foreign financing for its larger development
.projects.

Foreign credits will cover approximately 50

percent of the 1981-1984 investment program, some $10.6
billion out of a total $19.4 billion package.
The private foreign investor is also finding Colombia's business opportunities attractive.
Joint Venture agreements,

On the basis of

large scale coal and nickel
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mining

projects are underway, and the search and development

of new oil and gas deposits is picking up rapidly.

About

71 percent of the outstanding book value of foreign inForeign invest-

vestment is associated with manufacturing.
ment is associated with manufacturing.

Foreign investment

in manufacturing rose by 31 percent between 1978-80 just
ahead of the 26 percent increase registered in overall foreign
investment.

This spurt is investment activity follows a rela-

tively slow period in the early seventies and is indicative
of Colombia's highly stimulative policy of recent years.
The Colombian economy in 1981 registered a moderate
DP

growth rate of

3

to 3.5 percent per annum, compared with

growth rates between 4 and 8.9 percent per annum for the
previous five years.

The projected improvement in the world

economic picture for the second half of 1982 should help
Colombia's economy resume a faster growth
In

pace.

1982 recovery is predicted for export trade, both

in coffee, and in exports other than coffee.

Colombia ex-

pects to become an exporter of non-ferrous metals by mid1983, when the Cerromatoso project begins production of an
estimated forty million pounds per year of ferr-nickel.

In

subsequent years, mining products such as coal should become
an important component of the export mix,
A new pulp and printing paper mill will also begin
operations next January in the Cauca Valley.
Carton de Colombia,

Owned by

its production capacity will be 50,000

metric tons/year of bleached pulp and 60,000 metric tons/
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year of writing and printing papers.

In Bogota, Alcalis

de Colombia is about to complete a new electrolytic caustic
soda plant as well as the expansion of its iodine salt

refining plant.

Bogota's automotive assembly production

will also get a boost in late 1982, when GMC begins assembly

of its Chevette and Citation cars, expected to take a large
market share.
With current revenues off by 12 percent and current
payments abroad up by 15 percent, Colombia emerged from
1981 with a deficit of some $645.7 million, compared to a
surplus of $735.3 million registered in the previous year.

In spite of this trade gap, the international reserves
reached a record high of
over 1980.

5,6 billion, a 4 percent increase

A good portion of the capital inflow related to

private foreign financing was destined for the development

of the El Cerrejo'n and Cerromatoso nickel mining projects,
Colombia's energy profile has improved in the past
year, not only due to the recent discovery of important
oil fields in the Eastern Plains, but also because of the

recent completion of the national electric power grid.

The

final link with the Caribbean coast power system gives

Colombia added stability in a network that now expands all
the major cities, the two coasts and the Venezuelan and
Ecuadorean borders,

Further stability comes from the

500 Mw Chivor hydroplant that went on stream in mid-December
1981, ending the need for electric power rationing.

By the

end of 1982, the 620 Mw San Carlos hydroplant will offer
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back-up to the national power system, covering expected
growth in demand through 1983.
Oil prospects again also look good.

The Eastern

Plains, mentioned before, are expected to become Colombia's
most important oil region by the end of 1982.

The yield

by that date could be in the order of 100,000 barrels of

crud~e oil per day, compared with the present daily rate of
3,500 barrels.

This kind of production could once again

make Colombia self-sufficient in its production of crude
petroleum and might also provide an export surplus by 1985.
The present rate of increase in Colombia's output of

crude oil--6 percent per annum--outpaces the increase in
domestic demand for liquid petroleum products.

Contri-

buting to this trend has been the secondary development of
the upper Magdalena Valley oil structures, which have been

yielidng 33,000 barrels/day.

Consequently, imports of

liquid petroleum actually experienced a 6 percent reduction
from January-October 1981.
Rounding out the energy picture is coal mining,
earmarked primarily for export.

Coal mining will experience

a surge in 1983-84 when the initial development of the
Central zone of the El Cerrejdn coal field is carried out,
putting some 1.5 million metric tons per year on the international market.

This will be followed in 1985 with a set

up in production from the huge northern zone of El Cerrejon,
targeted initially at some five million metric tons per year
This is a joint project of the Colombian mining company and
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the Exxon.

Projections for 198$2
For 1982-83 a substantial recovery in Colombia's

export trade is projected.

Coffee is expected to register

gains of 12 percent, based on anticipated increases in the
price of coffee due to the most recent freezes in Brazil,

Colombia's inventories are presently high and the country
will again be able to act as a reliable source of coffee

as a tighter supply-demand situation comes into play on the
world market.
World economic improvements could contribute to a
revival of Colombia's manufacturing sector, since industrial
goods such as textiles, garments, cement and chemicals are
produced in large part for foreign markets,

Public invest-

ment and urban construction are expected to continue their
trend of improvement in 1982 and 1983.

The results in

agriculture are also expected to be favorable, except perhaps in cotton, sugar and flowers which face possible drops
in international prices.
Additionally, domestic mining is expected to con-

tribute in the near future to a more stable balance of
payments.

By 1985 all liqui

hydrocarbous presently

imported., should be supplied from domestic sources,

The

continued flow of foreign capital, mainly for mining
projects, should also help the balance of payments situation,
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Investment in Colombia

Foreig

The favorable investment climate in Colombia has
led to an increase in approvals of new foreign investment.

According to different data, the National Planning Departmet granted approval for foreign investment projects
amounting to

1978 and

"26.6

230 million compared with $27.7 million in

million in 1977.

The step-up in foreign

investment activity is linked to the strong economic performance of the past four years with GDP growth averaging
eight percent per annum, and to the amendment of various
regulations reflecting a more liberal attitude toward
foreign investment within the guidelines of Andean Group

agreements and standing Colombian Legislation.
Colombia has traditionally welcomed foreign investment, clearly establishing the rules under which the invest-

ment is accepted and providing fair and equal treatment.
Among the priority sectors in which foreign investment is
actively sought are:

projects to increase production of

export; activities which foster a further decentralization
of manufacturing growth away from the three major urban
centers of Bogota, Medellin and Cali; and high risk ventures
in the field of mining and energy development.
Enterprises in Colombia are divided into three
categories in accordance with the degree of ownership of
national investors.

These are:
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-

NATIONAL: Enterprises in which the
national ownership of the equity capital
is no less than 80 percent.

- MIXED: Enterprises having a national
ownership of equity capital ranging
between 80 and 51 percent.
FOREIGN:

Enterprises in which the nationally

owned portion of the equity should not be
less than 51 percent. Inspired by the basic
common philosophy that foreign capital
operating on a joint venture basis with national capital, promotes a more rapid transfer of
ow how and technology to local
entrepreneurial groups.
Decision 24 of the Andean Group stipulates that
manufacturing operations fully or predominantly owned by
foreign investors cannot enjoy the benefit of the enlarged
regional market.
convert

However, foreign enterprises willing to

into mixed or national enterprises by selling part

of their equity capital to Colombian investors may also
enjoy these advantages as soon as an agreement is signed.

TABL

#1

Investment in Colombia
Direct Foe(Book Value of Registered Foreign Capital Other Than
Petroleum and Natural Gas)
(U.S. $ millions)
19782 180
Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Public Utilities

Construction

7.6
30.1
572.6

9.0
48.2
648.9

11.1
749.8

.4

2.5

.9
2.6

3.2

85.7

94.9

96.3

53.6
.8

Hotels, Retail, Wholesale

and Restaurants
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Direct Foreign Investment i

Colombia (Cont.)

12A
Transportation, Communs.

Banking, Insurance, Real
Estate
Communal, Social and
Personal Services
Non-specified activities
TOTAL

29.1

1
30.3

112.8

119.1

110.2

.8
2,_4

.8

.8

$957.4

$844.0

90 12832.1

$1,060.8

Source: Banco de La Republica
Toui

m in

Colombia

The number of foreign tourists annually visiting
Colombia has risen to a level of

.2 million (1980 figures)

and in the last five years earnings

from

increased seven fold

93.1 million in 1975 to over :640 million in 1980.

The visitors are largely from neighboring Latin American
countries,

North America and Europe.

Coordinating the development of the tourist industry
since 1968, the Colombian Government Tourist Office
(Corturismo) recently prepared a comprehensive national
tourism plan focusing on a number of different regions,

Corturismo's financial position was strengthened in 1979
by legislation empowering it to directly collect a special

tax for tourism development.
Corturismo and the private sector have plans to

expand the tourist industry through the construction of new
modern hotels and convention centers,

Within two years

construction should be completed on four diversified con-
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vention facilities located in the cities of Bogota, Medellin,
Cali and in a small town called Paipa, which is northeast of
Bogota.

These will be accompanied by improvements in the

country's extensive air and highway services, and by train-

ing programs for management and staff of hotels, shops,
restaurants, travel agencies and local transport concerns,
The past decade has seen a rapid rise in the number

of tourists visiting Colombia from all over the world and
particularly from neighboring Latin American countries.
Almost three quarters of the foreign visitors came from

two bordering countries:
uela (31 percent).

Ecuador (43 percent), and Venez-

Nine years ago these countries accounted

for only about a quarter of the total number of tourists,
From 1970 to 1979, the actual number of tourists increased
twenty times, generating two-thirds of tourism earnings.

In

the same period, tourism from Europe tripled, and visitors
from North America approximately doubled,

From the rest of

the world, mostly Central America, the Caribbean and other
South American nations, the flow of tourists nearly doubled,

Air arrivals and departures grew approximately 12
percent between 1976 and 1978, with close to two-thirds of
the foreign air travelers arriving in Bogota's El Dorado
International Airport.

Airports in Colombia are owned and

operated by a government corporation which finances improvements in landing facilities throug

an airport tax.

Colombia was a pioneer in commercial air service,
the first to operate a regular commercial airline in the
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Western Hemisphere.

Avianca, the leading airline, carries

over seven million passengers annually, about ten percent
of the volume corresponding to international passengers.

While ocean arrivals account for only a small
fraction of Colombia's tourist traffic, the number increased
four and a half times between 1976 and. 1978.

TABLE #2

Purpose of Travel

to

Colombia (1979)
Percenta&e

Recreation
Business

41.3
3,0

Conventions

23.1

Other reasons
Source:

32,7

Colombian National Tourist Office

Colombia's strategic location on the northwest
corner of South America makes it ideally suited for

regional convention purposes,

Colombia is now making a

strong bid for Latin America's convention market,

A total

of four large modern convention complexes are to be completed by 1982 in Bogota, Medellin, Cali and Paipa.

These new constructions will supplement Colombia's
existing convention facilities in leading hotels such as
the 800-room Tequendama-Inter-Continental and the Bogota
Hilton, now expnding to 800 rooms.

In total Colombia has

convention facilities in five major hotels, including three

managed by Inter-Continental (Bogota, Medellin and Cali),
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and two managed by Hilton International (Bogota and
Cartagena).

With a present total of 1,500 rooms, these

hotels have auditoriums and conference rooms of various
flexible sizes, full restaurant services and ample recre-

ational and social areas.

Colombian Goverrment Tourist Office
Corturismo was organized in 1968 with the main
purpose of promoting and financing the tourist industry.
Towards these ends, it gives assistance to the construction

of infrastructure works required for tourism development,
provides long term loans at moderate interest rates to
Colombian and foreign investors for various tourism pro-

jects, and has frequently participated in the equity capital of corporations constructing modern hotels, particularly
in the cities most likely to act as tourist poles.

In more

isolated areas believed to be of tourist potential, Corturismo has sometimes acted as a catalyst by building and

managing in the early stages certain basic tourist accommodations,
"Corturismo has been given a sounder financial base

throug

the passage of Law 20 of 1979 which empowers the

agency to directly collect a tourist hotel tax.

Estimates

place the annual potential revenue of this tax at about
$10 millionin 1981, permitting completion of some vital
projects as well as initiation of new investment programs
for basic infrastructure works, primarily along the
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Caribbean coast."1

0

In addition, Corturismo oversees a

substantial line of credit extended by PROEXPO who recognizes that the tourist industry has become a significant
source of foreign exchange for Colombia,

HTLINDUSTRY IN COLOMBIA
Classification of hotels:

one to five stars

Number of Establishments:

142

Number of Rooms:

11,056

TABL
Supl

#3

of Rooms in Colombia bDprtments
Number of
Establishments

Number of
Rooms

Percentage
of Rooms

Bogota
Bolivar
Antioquia
Valle
Norte Santader
San Andres
Magdalena
Atlantico

40

2,951

39

13.8

2,117

Santander
Boyaca
Narino
Cundinamarca

25
32
26
23

Tolima

Note:

35
34
49
40
34
21

36

9.9

2,045
1,735
1,658
1,455
1,134
1,121

9,6
8.1
7.8
6.8
5.3
5.2

964

4,5

743

3.5

857

727
697

4.0

3,4
3.3

Above figures include hotel rooms, motel rooms and
apart-hotels,

Hotels in Colombia account for 27 percent of the
lodging establishments, and 51 percent of the total rooms,
10

"Tourism in Colombia," Colombia Today Vol. 15, No, 2
(June 1980), p. 5.
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TABLE #4
Type of Hotel

Number ofRooms

Percentage

5 Star

1,614

14,6

4 Star

1,327

12,0

3 Star

2,609

23,6

2 Star

2,996

27,1

1 Star

2.5.0

22,7

TOTAL

11,056

TABLE #5
of Hotel

Number of Roos

1ZZ

1978

-

Percentage

Variation

of

19122_8

5 Star

1,514

1,614

6,6

4 Star

846

1,327

56.8

3 Star

2,231

2,609

17.0

2 Star

2,065

2,996

45.0

1 Star

2,455

2,510

2,2

TABLE #6
Number of Rooms in
523 Star Ht

Percentage

Bogota

1,662

30,0

Antioquia

1,083

19,5

Valle

745

13.4

Magdalena

564

10,2
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The average number of beds per room in 1978 was
2.14.

In

terms of the number of guests per room it varies,

depending upon the hotel classification:
-

Five star hotel...... 1.3

- One star hotel.......

1.8

The biggest revenue center in hotels is the Rooms
Department, with an average of 63 percent of Sales.
The northern part of Colombia, reveals a strong
increase in the number of hotels,

In 1977 for instance,

there were 44 hotels, and in 1978 there were 51 hotels, an
increase of 15 percent.

In Bogota, the total number of rooms is 2,285,
which represents a 77.4 percent,

showing that it is the

region of the country which has the most qualified supply.
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CHAPTER III
THE DATA AND THE TREATMENT OF THE DATA
The Data
The data of this research are of two kind.s:

primary

The nature of each of these two

data and secondary data.

types of data will be given briefly below.
The ri

The responses obtained from the

data.

questionnaire and the personal interviews with the Operations
and/or Finance representatives of the different International
Hotel chains was the main source of primary data.
The secondary data.

The published studies, texts,

codes and reports, and the unpublished dissertations and
theses dealing with either the basic requirements of the
International Hotel chains when investing in Latin America,
or dealing with the Colombian Laws and regulations concerning
foreign investment are the types of secondary data.
The Criteria for the Admissibility of the Data
The responses from the questionnaire and the personal
interviews and any other data that deal with the basic
requirements of the International Hotel chains when investing in Latin America, was used in this study.

The companies

representatives which were interviewed were from:

Hilton

International, Inter-Continental, Holiday Inn, Sheraton,
Hyatt International, and

Marriott Corporation.
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Only the regulations and requirements that deal

with foreign investment in Colombia were considered and used
in this study.

The Research Methodology
The methods and procedures used in this study will
be related to the descriptive survey method because the
researcher will be gathering the data by means of personal
interviews and by a questionnaire.
Specific Treatment of the Data for Each Subproblem
Subprobem one.

The first subproblem was to deter-

mine the basic requirements of International Hotel chains
when investing in Latin America.

The Data Needed
The data needed for the solving of subproblem one
were the different basic requirements that the International
Hotel chains have and/or follow when investing in Latin
America.
The Location of the Data
The data is located within each of the International
Hotel chains studied, specifically in the Latin America
division,
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data was obtained by means of mailed questionnaire
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and interviews using a tape recorder.

The interviews were

conducted at the headquarters of the hotel companies when

possible, and its length varied depending upon the interviewee,
The Treatment of the Data and its Interpretation
The data was compiled and classified according to
the requirements of the international hotel companies,
Then, each individual hotel's basic requirements were
analyzed.

Once this was done, the researcher did summarize

the most common and basic requirements of the international
hotel companies,
Subproblem two.

The second subproblem was to

determine if Colombia meets these basic requirements of the
International Hotel chains.

The Data Needed
The data needed for the solving of subproblem two
were the different laws and legal requirements that foreign
investors have to follow when investing in Colombia.
The Location of the Data
The data was located in the law codes, law books
and official Colombian documents that deal with foreign
investment in Colombia.
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The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data was obtained by means of an intensive
research in the different sources indicated above.

The Treatment of the Data and its Interpretation
The data was organized as follows:

first the data

that deals in general with foreign investment in Colombia,
including the tax holidays, government incentives, the
process that Multinational companies have to follow, re-

mittance of profits and so forth.
Once the data was organized, the researcher did
proceed to analyze and interpret it in order to find out if
Colombian laws meet the basic requirements of the International Hotel chains or not,

Based on this previous result,

the researcher found out whether or not there was the proba-

bility of reaching an agreement between the Colombian Government and the International Hotel chains, in order for Colombia
to attract more International Hotel chains, and hence, more
foreign investment,

CHAPTER IV
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL CHAINS

THE SHERATON CORPORATION
INTRODUCTION

Sheraton was founded by two former World War I
aviators and roaring twenties entrepreneurs; the two saw
real estate investment opportunities during the Depression,
From a meager beginning of a two hundred room hotel in
Springfield, Massachusetts, the chain has grown into more
than four hundred and twenty hotels, with approximately
110,000 rooms in
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countries.

Rapid expansion of Sheraton was accomplished by

buying up of existing hotels which exhibited an increase in
the value of real estate,
reality company.

This was done by merging with a

Sheraton, in the beginning, had ventured

to take a path of expansion much different from the com-

petitors.

The founders emphasized that the company should

own the hotels they operate and hence, the feeling among
security analysts was that they were more in the tax business
than in the hotel business,

The philosophy of the founders was that Sheraton is
a hotel chain, cum tax shelter, cum real estate investment
trust.

The founder of Sheraton felt, at that time, even if

he breaks even in the business of running hotels, he is
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still ahead by quite a few million in the real estate
business of owning hotels.

As owner of vast amounts of hotel property, Sheraton
had naturally combed the ins and outs of real estate tax
from top to bottom,

And by so naming Sheraton as much like

a reality company as an operating hotel chain, most of the
company's earnings were taken by the owners in the form of
depreciation under the extra lavish real estate allowances
offered by 1954 revenue laws.

This allowed him and gave

him cash to finance investments and improvements.
With real estate values declining, Sheraton revalued

its assets and cut its net asset value by 12% or $74 million,1
The expansion goals set by the company could not be achieved

from internal financing or by borrowing money,

The time had

come to franchise hotels and operate hotels overseas under

management contracts and thus follow the lead taken by other
international hotel companies.
A multinational company was actively seeking companies which had growth patterns equal to or better than
their own,

It also looked at industries which were resis-

tant to cyclical trends,

This multinational company was

attracted to Sheraton because it had an extremely good name,
a name not limited to geographic area, and one which could
be used around the world.

So the stage was set, whereby

Duplications in Foreign Countries," Dun's
Review, June 1964, p. 33-44.
1"Tax
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Sheraton could expand internationally with the support
ITT.

and backing of this multinational company:

A.

CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY
OVERSEAS
I.

TON

PRIOR TO

PANSION

Primary Considerations
a)

In the years 1945-1950, Sheraton aggressively

sought investments opportunities overseas where the
value of real estate would

increase significantly.

The

founders of the corporation felt that real estate had
been the first value to decline in the depression overseas, especially in Japan and Europe, and ha

the furthest.

dropped

Real estate values would also be the

first to come back in the recovery, they felt eventually
had to come.

The first opportunity was in 1949, when

two Canadian hotel chains were bought.

b)

2

Sheraton had been limited in its international

expansion because of financial reasons due to both the
opportunity for and availability of financing.

Sheraton's

past marketing penetration based on opportunistic criteria evaluating development sites and hotels offered
but not selecting its own markets and sites,

Overseas

expansion outlimited needed a capital outlay of $365

2"Sheraton Corporation-Expansion
December 1969, p. 68.

s," Hosiitlit.,
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million.

3

These funds could not be raised by

internal financing or by taking loans out.

Hence,

the philosophy of the company was changed in 1970,
whereby Sheraton became the manager of hotels
rather than the owner.
c)

Certain cities were initially selected because it
was envisioned that there would be tremendous real
estate values.

Another important reason for the

selection of certain areas was the fact that marketing
studies had revealed the need of cities that are
gateway cities, most of them with more than a million
inhabitants, plus a projected or actual one million
annual air passenger flow and projected increase in
air traffic.

So their strategy was to expand into

prime tourist destination markets,
II.

Tax Considerations
a)

These played a major role in their decision to go
overseas,

For example, in 1969, there was a great

need for hotel rooms in the city of London, and
British Government was offering $1,000 a room tax
exemption for every new room built in London,

This

was a primary consideration to build a hotel in
London and it was built by The Sheraton Corporation.
3 "ITT

Learns the Hotel Business," Business
Week,
November 3, 1973, p. 55.
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b)

The initial feasibility study conducted by
Sheraton looks at the tax structure very
closely:
1 - Is there a double tax treaty between
the foreign country and the U.S.?

2 - What are local regulations on "withholding tax" on foreign companies?
What are the ramifications?

3

-

Is there a foreign Tax Access Rate in
the host country?

4

-

Are these Deemed Taxes in a foreign
country payable only on complete
earnings?

5

III,

-

Is there a foreign tax credit so that
the taxes that are paid overseas can
be credited to the taxes paid in the
United States?

Guarantee

In 1969, Sheraton had descended on a massive
overseas expansion plan:

"Our segment of

expansion programs calls for addition of thirty
new properties at a cost of $381 million vs $81
million put in by investors which Sheraton will
manage," this was said by the President of the
Sheraton Corporation.
Until this expansion plan was announced, they had

not sought any kind of guarantee, nor did they
back OPEC insurance,
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IV.

Expansion Philosophy

a)

Sheraton was aggressively expanding overseas

because extensive studies conducted by their
marketing department and by that of I.T.T., revealed
that they had an extremely good name; a name not
limited to any geographic sector, and one which
could be used around the world,

b)

A country is evaluated on the basis of whether

it would be able to provide the market for the

services they offer,
c)

The corporate philosophy has been changed as

far as building of hotels goes.

From now on

Sheraton will not own any hotels, but rather manage
them,

I.

Financial

a)

Extensive studies are conducted by the marketing

department of Sheraton, I.T.T. and more often than
ever by an outsider (Accounting Firm), who conducts
a feasibility study to determine the viability of
hotel development in a foreign country,
b)

Sheraton endeavors to follow the rules and

regulations that are applicable in the host country.
Being i

a service industry, it has to be very careful,

that it does not tarnish the public relations image,
c)
4

The decision to form a corporation, sub chapter

"News from All Around the World," Sheraton World,

TVil-lNo-l.

March 1974.
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corporation syndicate of any hybrid combination
is dependent on location of the site.

However,

the form of organization already exists and could

have an effect on the type of ownership or lease,
the financing or the type of property which can
be acquired or used.

In case of trust or a joint venture, the agreement
spells out certain types of potential sites that

are acceptable.
d)

Feasibility studies dictate whether the

project would be economically viable or not.

After

that a financial analysis is undertaken to deter-

mine:

e)

1

-

Gross Revenues

2

-

Discounted Cash Flows

3

-

Average Room Rates

An important consideration of the financial

study is to determine how the expansion overseas
will affect the financial structure of the parent
company.

Some financial considerations are:
1

-

Return on assets

2

-

Distribution of earnings

3

-

P/E ratio

4-Adequate coverage of fixed1 chrge
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II.

5

-

Profit margin on sales

6

-

Return on fixed assets

7

-

Return on net worth

Local Currency Loans
a)

Dollar Loans

1

-

Foreign financing of hotel projects is used
for import of goods and services--this is
perhaps the only source and is exclusively

done by government owned credit institutions...
Export-Import Bank,

Sheraton makes their

investment through the Export-Import Bank,
2

-

Sheraton also involves the Agency for International Development (AID) who participates
in numerous national development banks and
has provided them credits which in theory
may be loaned

III.

to hotel projects.

Stability
a)

Sheraton is not looking at diversification as a
means of strengthening their position in the
hospitality industry, but they have entered another
market, that of the "rest care center."

b)

Their main purpose of expansion has been so that

they could take advantage of mass marketing,
merchandising and strengthen the referral system0
But Sheraton Hotels and Inns will continue to
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stress quality in diversity.

"Sheraton

does not consider standardization of

design as important as maintenance of
high standards of services," says the
President of the company, for standardization does

ot

permit proper site selec-

tion, utilization and maximum exploitation
of local characteristics.
c)

Country social and political climate was
not thoroughly examined until recently
I.T.T. has an information file on rules and
regulations

for each country.

So Sheraton

has access to the files now, and is able

to evaluate each country's social and
political climate.
IV.

Corporate Strategy
After the merger, I.T.T. had developed the demographics of the best customer, they came to the conclusion that the "best customer" is the average,
middle management traveling executive.

So their

objective was to build moderately priced or lower
priced hotels and hence, take advantage of a wide
market range.

I.T.T. until very recently dictated

the philosophy of management that Sheraton ought to
follow.

That was to maximize and concentrate local

autonomy at the daily operation level, but monitor
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progress at corporate level.
"Their philosophy is that reporting systems and

central management techniques don't serve as
restrictions to the line operator in the field,
but serve instead as sources of strength and
support.,"5

Under the guidance of the new President, they
embarked on a path where complete autonomy was

given at local level, and this is the direction
they are taking in all future developments.

Additionally, their growth plan is to maintain
a 2% of the world lodging industry sales.

And

emphasis is being placed whereby they envision

to increase to 3 or 4% of a much expanded market.
This is perhaps a tough goal to achieve, as
Sheraton is not the only company that is expanding,
CCOTBACTS.

I.

Management Contracts
Company's philosophy was changed drastically from
owning of hotels, to managing hotels and licensing
agreements,

Now it has been established that

Sheraton will try to develop overseas properties
under management contracts, under franchising
agreements, ownership (few) and leases,
Management contracts afford the opportunity for
the hotel company to expand rapidly,

5"Duplicatio
w ae

in

of Land Lease, " Hotel and Management

s
,

August 1966. p. 38.
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a)

Important clauses in a management contract:
Sheraton to act solely as an agent

1

of the owner.

2

-

Not to use Sheraton name in obtaining
financing.

3

-

Sheraton is not liable for any
deficits ensuing from the operation
of the hotel.

4

The owner of the hotel to bear all
operating expenses,

5

-

A certain percentage of gross operating
profit to be kept as a reserve for
replacements, substitutions and additions to furniture and equipment,

6

-

Title of hotel to remain with Sheraton.

7

-

Pre-opening expenses and services to
be provided by the operator.

8

-

Termination of services comes about
when the hotel is not able to produce
a profit, Sheraton being a very unique
company, with a firm base it is financially strong as it is backed by I.T.T.
money--so even when some hotels are

money losers, they are sheltered and

funds are provided by the parent company.

b)

Compensation for a Management Contract
The management fee is calculated in the
following way:
1

-

A basic fee is charged, and that
usually ranges from 4 to 5% of the
gross revenue, This revenue covers
the expense of the services provided, overhead expenses, marketing
and reservation services, technical
services, etc.

2

-

Over and above there is an incentive
fee which is approximately 8-10% of
gross operating profit, The purpose
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of this fee is to induce the management company to produce more and
more profit and cut expenses and
thus owner and oper ting company
will both benefit from each other.
I.

Franchise Contracts
a)

Advantages:

1

-

It

2

-

It is the easiest form of management; it
is basically selling the name and providing marketing and reservation services,

3

-

Reap profits

4

-

No liability if hotel is unprofitable.

5

-

Signing a franchise agreement could be

requires no investment by franchisor.

sed on occupancy.

the only way possible to enter a

particular country,
b)

Sheraton provides a variety of services under a
franchise contract:

1

-

A pre-opening manual and check list that
help ease the difficult phase.

2

-

Provide marketing sales and reservation
services for a nominal fee.

3

-

Sheraton design and development experts

give advice and approval on architectural

design, engineering,

interior decorating

and kitchen engineering.

4

-

Sheraton assists in finding qualified key
employees.

5

-

Regional council concept has been established, which stresses creative planning.
Key executives of each franchise hotel

will meet with Sheraton hotel leader
four times annually in "think/idea"

sessions,
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D.

LEASE ARRANGEMENTS

I.

IL,

Sheraton has made the preference for their expansion:
a)

Management Contracts

b)

Lease both Land and Building

c)

Own Land and Lease Building

d)

Franchise Contract

Sheraton has signed lease arrangements and has benefited under the two types of lease arrangements:
1

-

Lease

and n

building; here the rent

is deductible tax expense and would be
true for both state and city taxes.
The disadvantage is that over years it may
prove to be more expensive,

At the end of the term,

you have made payments of rentals but have no equity

in property.

It is important here and Sheraton

has been shrewd to insist upon an option of renewal,

However, Sheraton requires that a lease

be capitalized as an asset on the leasee's accounting records and a balance sheet (at an amount equal
to total lease payments discounted to present value
over the term of the lease) then the lease is an
economic reality,

Sheraton has done this on two

separate leases and benefited from this arrangement.
Leases with a short initial term with a lease
option to renew the lease for the remaining life of
the property for substantially less than the fair

rental value.
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2

-

Lease land and construct buil ig:
it is advantageous tax wise and

also real estate taxes (as real
estate taxes are considered as
additional rent). This avoids
freezing capital and eliminates
commitment of funds,
Building is construction and can be written
off or amortized over its useful life.

At the end

of the lease term, the building constructed by the
leasee reverts

into the hands of the leasor as

the owner of the land.
B, ELAIONS ~T

LOCAL GOVERNMENT.'

This information was considered
Sheraton and hence,

confidential by

they did not want to divulge it,
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INTER-CONTINENTAL CORPORATION
A,

CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTELS

CORPORATION PRIOR TO EXPANSION OVRSA
I.

Primary Considerations for Gong Overseas:
a)

Inter-Continental Hotels was formed in 1946
as a wholly owned subsidiary of PAN AM,
following discussions between the President
of the U.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt and the
President of Pan Am, Juan Trippe.
The main purpose of the formation of Inter-

Continental Hotels was to build fine luxurious
hotels that would attract businessmen to South
America.

Inter-Continental began operations by

taking over management of existing hotels.
first being in Belem, Brazil.

Their

Under the corpora-

tion original policy, hotels were to be situated
along Pan Am's routes, and Belem was a stop on
the airline flying north across the North Eastern

.6
shoulder of South America,
b)

A feasibility study is conducted by two
members of the corporation staff along with
the division staff.

6 "Planned

They use the local

Growth at Intercontinental Hotels," H-osi

taity, February 1974, P. 50.
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government as a source.

The feasibility

studies include:
1

-

Market analysis to determine the
need for and justification of
the hotel,

2

-

Evaluation of the selected site
for the hotel.

3

-

Forecast of operating revenues
prepared by an independent
accounting firm.

4

-

The capital cost estimates for the
project prepared by recognized
international construction and
engineering firms,

5

-

Traffic counts, load factor on

airline seats are analyzed to
determine if the city would
provide the markets or not.

II.

Tax Considerations
These play a minor role in their decision to build
overseas0

Generally the investment is made by the

National Development Bank and is supported by local
investors, so tax rebates and concessions basically
affect the owners and not the operator of hotels,
III,

Guarantee
Inter-Continental endeavors so that investment is
funded locally or internationally, so often the need
for guarantee does exist.
When some investment is backed or Inter-Continental
puts a collateral on, then they buy "OPEC" insurance.
This insurance is tied in with the federal government

here in the U. S.,

so the company is fully protected.

When the financing has been arranged through the
Export-Import bank, then a suitable guarantee is
sought from the host country.

Expansion Philosophy

IV.

a)

Inter-Continental Hotels Corporation was

founded on the principal that hotels would be
built overseas and along the ex-parent company's
routes.

Upon analysis, Inter-Continental found

that there was a demand for luxury hotels in the
areas where Pan Am did not fly.

So from now on

they will build hotels anywhere and everywhere
there is a demand for a luxury hotel.

They are

expanding fast within the U.S.
b)

Inter-Continental conducts a feasibility

study of a general area, and this is done by a

thirty-five page questionnaire which tries to
determine the economic state of the country.
Primarily the information sought also concerns
the incentives offered by local government for
the development for of company's hotels.

B.

CRITERIA U
I.

Financial

a)

Inter-Continental believes that before a

development of an international first class
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hotel is proceded, there is a great need
to assure themselves of project profita-

bility.

Inter-Continental Hotels organ-

izes comprehensive financial feasibility
studies on behalf of potential investors.
Inter-Continental views these studies as
crucial to any commitment to and evaluation of a project by private investors,
financial institutions or governments.
Inter-Continental follows the following
procedure

in evaluating the profitability

of the project: 7
1

-

The cost of capital of estimates
for the project prepared by

recognized international construction and engineering firms.
2

-

Forecast of operating revenues

prepared by an independent hotel
accounting firm.

3

-

A suggested plan for financing
of the hotel, including suggested
amounts, types and sources of all

financing.
4

-

A computerized twenty-year earnings and cash flow projection.

b)

Inter-Continental prefers to form a sub-

sidiary when it makes an investment in an
overseas hotel development.

World Bank Working Sector Parer on Tourism, 1972
Edition, p. 22,
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often than ever, the type and form of organiza-

More

tion is very much dependent of what country you are talking
about.

Different countries have different incentives
for

the type and form of organization an international hotel

company may organize.
II.

Local Loans vs Currency Loans
Inter-Continental prefers that the loans be funded
locally or by any one of the following international

financial institutions:

III.

-

Export-Import Bank

-

Asian Development Bank

-

Inter-American Development Bank

-

African Development Bank

-

The Bank for Central American Economic
Integration

-

The U.S. Agency for International Development

-

European Investment Bank

-

International Finance Corporation

Reasons for Seeking Loans Through International
Financial Intermediaries:
a)

It has been Inter-Continental's philosophy to

emphasize the need for flexibility in considering
the types of projects the international financial

intermediaries may finance,
b)

In many developing countries, there are

reservations about the desirability of developing
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tourism on the basis of private ownership of
hotels.

So Inter-Continental tries to link

such foreign ownership with interests in
promoting and organizing the flow of visitors
from the main market countries; hence, it can
contribute significantly to the success of

the project.8
c)

The international finance intermediaries

might be able to promote various forms of

joint

ventures whereby the developing countries would
retain majority ownership of the facilities
while the foreign investors would have a large
enough commitment to ensure their interest in
the success of the venture,
d)

Two features of the hotel investment in

particular seem to account for the reluctance
of local investors;
1

-

The fact that relatively large
amounts of capital have to be tied
up in fixed assets over a long
period (22-25 years) with all the
risks of changes in market condi-

tions, the political and social
framework.
2

-

The strongly seasonal demand which
is particularly pronounced in

resort areas.

This gives rise to

concern that it will not prove
8 "International

Hotel Development," Robert E. Smith,

The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant uarterl, February 1967,
p. 71.

7

feasible to achieve suffi-

ciently high occupancy rates
to make satisfactory profits.
IV.

Stability
a)

Rapid expansion overseas is undertaken for

many reasons:
1

To build and provide accommodations

-

along Pan Amts routes was the main
reason and basis of expansion.
Nowadays, the expansion is dictated
based on the results of the feasi-

bility studies.
2

To avail of opportunities that exist

-

in prime tourist destinations that
are developed or are developing.
b)

Corporate philosophy is to minimize overhead

expenses.

Their objective is to draw upon local

experts who would perform according to a set of
guidelines and objectives set up by them.
c)

Inter-Continental

is looking keenly at diver-

sification and their objective is to increase their
gross sales and ultimately increase profits.

Diversification is evident in recent moves
made by Inter-Continental:
1

-

They have developed economy hotels
to take advantage of the wide demand
for accommodations of the type.

2

-

They are in the process of developing

island inns (50-150 rooms) which
would serve as destination resort
areas of the future.

3

-

They are producing and marketing

worldwide educational materials
for the hospitality/tourism

industries,
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d)

Inter-Continental wants to be represented

in all areas of the world.

The referral system is

extremely good in the corporation.

The interior

design and development departments work extremely
hard to give individual character to each hotel

and relate the design and atmosphere of the countries where each is located.9

e)

Inter-Continental Hotels, endeavors to explore

the social and political climate very extensively.
The objective of their study is to determine what
the social characteristics in a foreign country
are that might restrict normal hotel operations,

because these factors will very much influence
the design of hotels.

Secondly, Inter-Continental

wants to guard very carefully the outward appearance
and operation of the hotels and do not let them become
a symbol of the political structure in the country.
f)

Both long term and short term growth, play a

major role in the decision to expand into a country.
But more emphasis is given to the country where
there is the fastest possible return on investment.
V.

Corporate Strategy

a)

Inter-Continental's corporate strategy is to

9Richard Cromwell and Marilyn Greene, "Problems in

Going International," The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant
Quarterly, February 197, p.

1
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build luxurious properties in key metropolitan
areas of the world,
Secondly, they are building economy hotels to
draw the economy minded travelers.
Thirdly, they are developing an Island-Inn concept,

to offer something different to the discriminating
jet-set traveler,
b)

As Inter-Continental develops, it is becoming

more and more evident that the corporate staff
located 100-1000 miles away is not aware of what
is going on in distant countries.
the company is

For this reason

decentralized and all operating

decisions are made at division and local levels, 1

0

Division heads perform the function of setting
policy, and standardizing the procedures for the
country under consideration.
c)

Inter-Continental works off a five year plan--

this way they are able to establish what they need

to do in sales volume,
Sales and marketing staff try to determine the
reasons for "Marketing Shift"--what they should do
to encompass this,

d)

Inter-Continental has established criteria

regarding the types of hotels they want to build,
1 0 Robert

E. Smith, op. cit.. p. 65

and have placed them in the following categories:

C.

1

-

50-150 rooms:

Island Inns

2

-

250-300 rooms:

Luxury Hotels

3

-

300-500 rooms:

Economy Hotels

CONTRACTS
I.

Management Contracts
There is not a standard management contract.

Every contract has different characteristics and

is negotiated separately and differently.
Management and technical fee percentages are
most often based on Gross Operating Profit, and
this percentage may be the same for all the hotels.
A basic fee is usually supplemented by an incentive
fee payable if profits surpass a certain figure.
Services provide under the Management Contract
includes such things as manuals of standard operating
procedures for all areas of the hotel;

Inter-Contin-

ental provides marketing and reservation services;
the accounting staff of the hotel prepares the
budget and sends it to the Area Financial Director
who reports to the VP/Controller of the corporation.

The contract will usually stipulate whether the hotel
company will provide technical services,
a)

Liability of Management Contract:

Inter-

Continental is so structured that it operates
through subsidiaries and local corporations, so
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that there is a limited liability in case of
a financial difficulty.

However,

it is the

company's policy to meet the commitments of
its subsidiaries,

1 - In the event of losses.
2

-

3

-

Provide capital needs to insure that
the hotel does not go under.
To reduce expenses to show a reasonable profit, Inter-Continental can
defer their income (Management fee)
until the property is financially
sound and able to stand alone. 1 1

Inter-Continental Hotels ensures that
repatriation of earnings is guaranteed by
the local government,

b)

Compensation for a Management Contract
Management fee is calculated as follows:
1

-

It is not based on gross operating
revenue.

It is based on gross

operating profits,
it varies from 2-4

For example,
and they

aggressively encourage the
commission,

With the recent

expansion of other international
hotel companies, and in an effort
to maintain their market advan-

tage, many times it more closely
approximates the 2% figure. With
this figure, the owners naturally
make more proft, an hence, they
write off depreciation a
capital

expenditures very rapidly,

ll"Inter-Continental Hotels Excel
in Hotel Design,"

nstitutionMaaine, February 1968, p. 129,
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2

-

Inter-Continental has founded
over the years that the
developing countries are very
astute in negotiating the

management contract, but will

do things to attract foreign
know how,
It has been the
company's philosophy to build
hotels in the developing
countries and take full advantage of these offered incentives.
II.

Franchise Contract
Disadvantages of a franchise
contract:
a)

Amount of profit is reduced
vis a vis a

Management Contract fee,
b)

A franchise contract can be terminated

at any time.
Overall, franchising is the best
deal
for Inter-Continental Hotels because
it does

not require any investment at all
and financial
benefit is substantial.

An advantage of a

franchise contract agreement
is that it

gives

Inter-Continental an opportunity
to develop
hotels in areas where the local
government

has restrictions against hotels
managed by
foreigners.
c)

Compensation:

It is based on:

1

-

Occupancy percentage

2

-

Actual reservations made through
Inter-Continental reservation
system.
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d)

Services under a Franchise Contract
1

-

Marketing and reservation
services are provided at a
nominal cost.

2

-

Standard operating procedures
are provided at a minimum
cost.

3

-

Training and recruiting assistance is provided.

4.- Purchasing services are provided
at a mark up price but generally
are still cheaper than what the
local hotel would pay.

5

-

Audit services are included, with
the right to audit the hotel.

Inter-Continental's standards
must be followed.

6
D.

-

A certified training program is
provide
for all job levels,

LEASE ARRANGEMENTS
Inter-Continental Hotels does not sign any lease
arrangements with any of its overseas hotels.

E

RELATIONS WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
A preliminary survey is done by Inter-Continental
Hotels to determine what are the benefits and incentives
given

by the local governments towards hotel development.

Some of these incentives given by some local governments
include :12
1

-

Hotel Credits:
Government credits for part
or all of the loan capital (60-75% of total
costs) are made available under preferential

1 2 Donald

E. Lundberg, PH.D., "Caribbean Tourism Part

II Social and Racial Tensions," The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant uarterly, May 1974, p. 820
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rates of interest.
2

-

Loan Guarantees:

Is the government

providing full financial guarantees
without fee for domestic or inter-

national credits?

3

-

Cash Grants: Some governments have
adopted the policy of cash grants
to hotel enterprises.
This usually
takes the form of a cash contri-

bution towards building cost measured
by the number of guest rooms and
public facilities created.

4

-

Share or stock underwriting,

5

-

Decrease custom duties.

6

-

Income Debentures:

Government insti-

tutions can assist hotel financing

by purchasing Ion term income debentures issued by hotel owning companies.

7

-

Reduction of income and real estate
taxes.

8

-

Foreign exchange guarantees: as
primary foreign exchange produces,

hotels require assurances to obtain

foreign exchange for payment of
international operating costs, management fees, commissions, interest,
dividends and salaries of foreign
personnel.
9

-

Immigration privileges for foreign
personnel.

10

-

Favorable public utilities charges,

11

-

Advertising and sales promotion,

12 - Freedom from rent and price controls.
The more incentives of this sort that are offered,
the better it is for the international hotel company
to

move into the country and establish a hotel,

6

F.

EXTENT OF RESTRICTIONS
Y LOCAL GOVERNVENT A
HO THE INTERNATIONAL CONPANIES D
WI1h I
1

-

When regulations of any sort--currency, foreign
exchange, labor, etc--are placed, Inter-Continental Hotels endeavor to negotiate with them.

2

-

In several countries such as Saudi Arabia,

Jamaica, only after the government has
guaranteed the loan, does Inter-Continental

develop hotels.

3

-

When excessive currency regulations are placed
on Inter-Continental, then a very minimal
external investment is made in the project, to
show that it is the corporation's belief that

the project is a viable economic enterprise,
4

-

Inter-Continental Hotels does not try to
regulate its compensation.
It is paid directly
for the services provided--for example, franchised hotels buy technical services and pay
directly for them.
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HYATT INTERNATIONAL
Hyatt International was founded in 1969, as a
spin-off from Hyatt Corporation to develop hotels overseas.
Hyatt Corporation has had an immense success in the regency
type hotels

(type of architecture,

characterizes

the Hyatt approach),

all is exciting.

design and image that
A regency hotel above

It moves, it flashes, it entices.

Its

unique architecture features a lobby care that rises to
the building's full height.

Hyatt International

is build-

ing regency type hotels overseas, and, they are an instant
success

wherever they are opened

ACRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY HATT INTERNATIONAL PRIOR T
EXPAND OVERSEAS
I.

Primary Considerations
Hyatt International, as it was previously

mentioned, was formed in 1969 by Hyatt Corporation
for the primary purpose of developing hotels overseas.

Hyatt Corporation felt that there was a need

for developing very fine luxury hotels in key
metropolitan cities of the world, so as to provide
the international traveler who is willing to pay top
rates in every country. 1 3
Secondly, an important consideration for going
overseas was the fact that hotel developments re-

13"A Hotel Chain Rises to Rival the Giants, " Business
Week, September 19, 1970, p. 101.
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quired little or no investment.
Thirdly, Hyatt Corporation was approached by
local investors who came to them and made proposals for hotel development.

Hyatt Inter-

national was soon formed thereafter, and its
representatives now keep its corporate office
informed of the potential cities for development
of hotels.
II.

Tax Considerations

Since Hyatt International is not an investor, tax
rebates and reliefs do not affect them directly, and
hence, are not important considerations.

On the other

hand, if a favorable tax structure exists, it surely
helps and plays an important role in their decision to
build in that country.

If the tax structure is

favorable, then it is a tremendous help to the local
investor, as he would easily be in a position to pay
his tax liability and hence, Hyatt Corporation is
pretty well assured of its management fees.

Hyatt International does not pay or provide for
federal income taxes as earnings of their foreign
subsidiaries is intended to be permanently reinvested.
This is advantageous to the International hotel
company because the tax liability in terms of percentage of net income is much less than the corpora-

tion's tax liability.
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III.

Guarantees
Hyatt International's

philosophy is that they

will make very minimal or no investment overseas
so they do not find the necessity of guaranteeing
the minimal investment.

B.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS
I.

Hyatt International does not take extensive

analysis on the long run economic possibilities of a
country.

This is mostly because Hyatt

joined

the

international hotel development at a rather large
stage, and usually manages hotels wherever short run
opportunities exist.
However, a proposed hotel development undergoes
a thorough evaluation to determine whether the project
is viable or not.

This is done by pro-form studies

conducted by in-house accounting specialists.14
The decision to form a subsidiary, branch
operation,

joint venture, etc., depends on local

statutes and codes,

In order to maintain a good rela-

tionship in a foreign country, Hyatt endeavors to
follow rules and regulations closely,
The type of arrangement with the local investors
will also be dependent on constraints on type of
financing arranged and these conversely are dependent
on tax considerations and legal requirements.
Hyatt International firmly believes in following
14

"Hyatt Corporation-Geared for the 21st Century,"

Institutions Volume Feeding, October 15, 1974, p. 99.
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the principle of being flexible.

For example, no rigid

rules are established as regards to type of business arrangements.

Their objective is to remain flexible enough to

operate a hotel,
dictate.

regardless of what the local conditions

This is perhaps the most important reason of

deciding Hyatt's rapid expansion.

Specialists in financial

management within Hyatt International calculate the profit
potential of a new hotel venture.

To assist a new hotel in

meeting its debt payment, Hyatt signs a "stand aside agreement"--whereby management fee payments to Hyatt International
are deferred and

id

at a later date.

In this way the new

hotel venture is able to meet its debt service loan payment
and as a result the profitability of the proposed hotel
venture is reassured.1 5

II.

Local Loans vis a vis Dollar Loans
Hyatt's corporate philosophy has been to make no
investment in overseas hotel developments.

Financial

officers of the company who are conversant with the

international financial intermediaries guide local
investors in seeking funds.

Investments are minimal so the question of raising
money does not arise.

In certain countries, where

exchange regulations exist to overcome these restrictions, Hyatt International may be forced to reinvest
part of the funds.
15

"The Private

October 14, 1973.

Only under these conditions does

World

of Pritzkers," New York Times,
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Hyatt International require that a foreign country
guarantee the investment.

It may be prudent to mention

that if a proposed hotel development looks exceptionally
good, then Hyatt puts up the working capital and provides for the pre-opening expenses of the proposed hotel.
But Hyatt is smart enough to sign an agreement with the

investors of the hotel that they will get their investment back as soon as the hotel is operating financially
sound.

II.

Stability

Rapid expansion has primarily been due to demand
for hotels in developing and developed countries of the
world,

With the increase in the number of hotels has

led to consistent increase in revenues.

This justifies

the increase in marketing and merchandising programs
and strengthening of technical assistance services.
As the competition between the luxury hotels is on the
increase, the overhead and corporate expenses will tend
to increase proportionally.

The purpose of this is to

strengthen the referral system and other services pro-

vided under a management contract.
Hyatt International has no specific plans for
diversification because they feel there is still a

tremendous untapped market.
The significant growth of Hyatt International can
be directly attributed to high quality accommodations,
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catering to the public's demand for exciting "fun"
places to stay, that they have built around the world,
Hyatt does very little to find out about the social
and political situation in a country.1 6

The conse-

quences of this could be harmful for the long range
tourist development in a country.

Many reasons for

the dissent are due to some of the following reasons:
a)

The culture clash,

b)

Rapid change in the life styles of natives-this brings uncertainty and resentment as
people adjust to these changes,

c)

Social and communal pressure resist innovation.

1 7

Hyatt of course is looking at long term growth
in the city or the area they want to expand.,
The primary consideration for expanding in an
area is that the market for the services they
produce already exist, as it is not entirely
dependent on the international traveler.
IV.

Corporate Strategy
Hyatt's strategy from the very beginning has been to
build exciting new hotels in the metropolitan areas of
the world.,

Added to this is the company'd dedication

1 6 "A Hotel Chain Rises to Rival the Giants," Business
Weep, September 19, 1970, p. 101,
17

"Top Hotels in Every Country,"
Feeding, September 1971, p. 55.

stitutions/Volue
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to the belief that service to the guest demands
excellence and innovation in architecture, cuisine,
interior design and marketing.

They firmly believe

that every luxury hotel should fulfill a guest's
ideals,
Another strategy of theirs is not to build moderately
priced hotels.

The reason behind it is that cost of

construction is going up,

it would not be a good idea

to reduce the quality of first class accommodation as
the international traveler expects it,

Also, they

will not be saving that much and hence, may lose their
market:

the affluent traveler,

Hyatt International's strategy is to stress dramatic
and spectacular architecture in their hotels.
Hyatt is very decentralized with all the decisions
made at the regional level or by the general manager.
In this manner, a lot of autonomy is given to the
manager at lower levels too,
Hyatt's growth in the past

5-7

years has been aston-

ishing and they expect to double its total volume in
three years--an achievement that would add to an
already impressive growth.
C.

MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS

Management contracts differ from property to property.
A substantial amount of inflexibility has been built
into the type of contract Hyatt International signs
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all over the world.,

Hyatt arrived late to the inter-

national scene, so it has relinquished some of the
rights held by other international hotel companies,

in order to compete aggressively in the market place.
Hyatt has not developed standard operating procedures
for all areas of the hotel.

Much of this is the respon-

sibility of the regional manager.

The standard operating

procedures in existence have a lot of flexibility built
into them.

Operating budgets are prepared by the compt-

roller of the hotel and are sent to the corporate office
for approval.

An operations analyst working with a

budget analyst tries to determine if the budget presented
is accurate.

Local economic indicators plus past per-

formance of the hotel are kept in perspective when

evaluating the budget of the hotel.

The local hotel

management has authority to disburse funds, keeping in
mind

the guidelines established by the corporate office,

Hyatt does not seem too concerned with the liabilities

ensuring from the hotel operations overseas and hence,

decided there was no need of taking any insurance to
protect themselves,

This policy might change very soon

because the international market is turning more unpredictable day after day.
If the owner of a hotel cannot perform his
obligations,

then the question of termination arises.

On the other

hand, some of the management contracts are signed on
performance basis,

So if a management firm cannot
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achieve results over a period of time, then they are
removed from the scene and another hotel company will
be brought in.
I.

Compensation for a Management Contract
Hyatt prefers an arrangement where compensation

is based on performance.

These are written for

to 40 years with 25 years additional options.

30

Hyatt's

fee is based on percentage of sales as against a
percentage

of gross operating profit.

The purpose

of this arrangement is that there is less financial
exposure for Hyatt.

Their feeling was that until

something better is devised, it is the way most
future contracts will be written.
Hyatt does not require overseas hotels to use the
services of its supply companies.

Hyatt does charge

a consulting fee if the construction of the hotel
they will be managing is

poorly done, because they

will make changes in architectural style to make
it operationally smooth.

For example, they may some-

times have to change grade plans to improve the
operating efficiency of the hotel.

DFRANCHISING AND LEASE ARRANGEMENT
Hyatt International will not sign any franchise or

lease contracts because they like to have a 100% control of the management of the property,
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E~RELATIONS WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Hyatt International does not have any major investment in any of its overseas properties.

They get a

fixed fee and seek guarantees from the government of
the country in which they operate.

They ask for the

following:
a)

Be allowed to repatriate their earnings,

b)

Foreign personnel employed by the hotel be
allowed

to repatriate their salary.
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HOLIDAY INN CORPORATION
A,

CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY HOLIDAY INN PRIOR TO EXPANSION

OVERSEAS
Holiday Inn realizes too,

that Central and South

America are the places to invest, to look for growth.
This area has a tremendous potential for tourism, that
is why Holiday Inn is so anxious to get into this area
in which, at one point in time, they had 70 projects
in South America out of which only 8 came out.
Holiday Inn's policy specifically for Latin America
is to have either a Management Contract or a Joint
Venture.

Holiday Inn does not want franchising,

because they are afraid of dealing with a local investor
who does not know too much about managing a hotel and
then hurting the company's image and standards.

If

there is an opportunity in Latin America they want to
manage that operation.
Holiday Inn does not want to own any properties in
Latin America, at least for now, because Latin America
is a new market for Holiday Inn, and one which they do
not know quite well,
Part of Holiday Inn's policy is that once they enter
into a country, they will spread. out to other major
cities,

The company of course will first come to the

capital to develop a reputation, and an image;
short, to establish a corporate identity.

in
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The first step in considering any project is of
course a feasibility study, which is always done by
a third party,

(Laventhol and Horwarth, for instance).

Neither Holiday Inn, nor the investor do the study,
for obvious reasons especially for the investor.
Holiday Inn looks for sites where commerce is
located as well as the airports. It is their opinion
that for most of this region,

the business market is

the dominant one, and the one Holiday Inn wants to
enter,

FINA NCIL ASPECTS
In terms of the financial considerations:
1

-

Holiday Inn's investment in Latin America
is restricted to the furniture and fixtures.
In order for them to invest, they
must first see the property built and
count with Holiday Inn's Engineering
Department's approval.

2

-

Equity participation from Holiday Inn
depends on the situation and who the
investors are. Holiday Inn demands to
know, who is doing the financing and if
it is done well; if not, they will not
get involved if financing is not sound,

3

-

Holiday Inn looks for projects with a
good return and hopefully a low risk.
In this matter, it was very interesting
to find out that Holiday Inn views
Colombia as a country which cannot be
considered a "bad risk."
Colombia is
an acceptable country to invest.

4

-

Holiday Inn works with various U.S.
banks to help the investors get the
financing. The company brings together
the bank and the investors to make all
the necessary arrangements for the
financing.
(This is done for Joint
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Venture or Managements Contracts
agreements).
Today, because of
the economic situation, this is
not being done, which is hurting

Holiday Inn as well as the coun-

tries and cities where projects
had to be stopped because of the
lack of cash.

C.

RELATIONS WH

CRNMNTS

In order to avoid any problems between Holiday Inn
and the local governments, the company has a policy
which is to try to have natives of that particular
country working in the hotel.

This is in order to

avoid any complaints in terms of discriminations

against the local people and their management abilities.
Holiday Inn does evaluate the local conditions of
the countries where they want to have projects.

The

social and political climate is evaluated by the
lawyers and specific people who are at the headquarters
in Memphis, Tennessee.
Holiday Inn wants, of course, to have the best relationships with the local governments for the company's
benefit and the government's as well.

9

HILTON INTRNATIONAL CCORTION
A,

CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY HILTON INTERNATIONAL PRIOR TO

EXPANSION OVERSEAS
I.

Primary Considerations
a)

Overseas developments generally do not

require any investment, and this is in
keeping with the corporate strategy of
managing hotels rather than owning them.
b)

Hilton International would not consider

a project on any city, if the city cannot
justify a new hotel,

The secret of a

successful hotel is only to build it if the
town needs it, not otherwise,

since every

investment in each one of these properties
must have a fair return to the investors,
c)

A feasibility study, which includes a

marketing and an economic study is also
done.

This feasibility study includes:;

1 -Evaluation of the selected site
for the hotel.
2

-

Forecast of operating revenues
prepared by an independent
accounting firm (L & H, Laventhol
& Horwarth).

3

-

Traffic counts, load factor on
airline seats are analyzed to
determine if the city would
provide the markets or not.
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II.

Tax Considerations
In considering a new project, obviously it is
extremely important what tax concessions are granted
by the government not only for the importation of
items related to the construction and equipment of
the hotel, which might not be available in that
particular country,

but also tax concessions in

the operation of the hotel,

as well as on the invest-

ment.
The time to obtain these concessions is when the

project is under study, since being a hotel is a
good source of new jobs as well as a producer of hard
currency,
about it.

it is

easy to get the government excited

Also if the city does not have decent

hotels, the building of a new hotel is a matter of
prestige for the government.
B.

FINANCIAL ASECTS
For Hilton International the financing aspect of a
project is of extreme importance:
1

-

It is of primary importance to know the
origin of the capital to be invested.

2

-

Another important factor is the possible
source of financing. For your information,
Hilton International recently refused a
hotel project in Montevideo, Uruguay,
since the capital to be used was coming
from a not so clear source,

3

-

Since hotels require a very large investment and the return is on a long-term
basis which might not be of interest to
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some of the prospects, in
many cases, in order to
stimulate the creation of a
new hotel, the government
takes an active participation by either investing in
part of the capital required,
or the entire capital
In some instances, Hilton has been able to buy
suitable land from the government by paying them with stocks
in the new company.

For your information, close to half of

the hotels that Hilton International operates are owned by
the government, or partly owned by the government with local
capital also taking participation.

In Bogota, Colombia, the

Colombian Police is the owner of the Bogota Hilton;
hence,
the

Colombian Government.

C.

CORBATE_ STRATEGY
It is Hilton International's general policy not to
invest in hotel projects.

If they were to do so,

instead of managing 90 hotels, they would probably
own 10 or 12,
One of the advantages of doing business with a

company like Hilton International, is that they have a
worldwide organization, with an extensive marketing
organization, and plenty of know-how and experience,
Hilton likes its hotels to become the center of the

community, and they are designed with this purpose in
mind.

Their function is not only to accommodate the

out of town visitors, but to serve the community where
they are located.

For this reason, Hilton is very
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careful in the planning of the different facilities
the hotel must have.

Another aspect of Hilton's corporate strategy is to
build and/or manage quality properties all over the
world, where existing markets are or will be in the
future.

An important factor in Hilton's expansion is

their consideration of Central and South America as
the market with th
D.

greatest potential for growth.

NAGEVTNT CONTBACT

The Hilton International management contract includes a contract for technical assistance during the
construction of the hotel.
service

Hilton's charge for this

is based on their experience of what would

strictly cost them, since they do not make any profit
on it,

Hilton has an extensive technical department

in New York available for this purpose.

The standard management contract calls for the pays
ment to Hilton of a basic fee of 5% of the sales and
an incentive fee of 10% of gross operating profit.

Hilton has found that this is a formula that pays
them a fair fee and gives the owners a satisfying

return.
E.

RELATIONS WITH LOCAL GOVRNMNTS
A preliminary survey is done by Hilton International
to determine what are the benefits and incentives
given by the local governments towards hotel develop-
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ment.

This preliminary survey is included in the

feasibility study.
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MARRIOTT CORPORATION
Marriott

Corporation founded in 1927, starting with

a six-seat beer stand.

Today it is an acknowledged leader

in the food/service/lodging/leisure time industry.

Marriott

Hotels felt that their expansion in the U.S. was limited to
forty major cities and twenty smaller cities.

They needed

to expand their name internationally; therefore, are
seeking hotel developments
A

CRITERIA

TES_ABISHED

overseas.

BY MARRIOTT CORPORATION PRIOR TO

EPANSIONOVRSEAS
I.

Primary Considerations
Marriott decided to expand overseas for the
following reasons:
a)

Overseas developments generally do not

require any investment, and this is in
keeping with corporate strategy of managing
hotels rather than owning them,
b)

The hotel business overseas is very

lucrative and by taking a management fee,
the operations can expand at a faster pace.
c)

There are only thrity-five major cities

in the U.S. where major Marriott Hotels
can be built in 500-1000 room units with
extensive banquet and recreation facilities.

There are another twenty cities

where 200-300 room hotels can be built,
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So in order for Marriott to reach masses of popu
lation and get a piece of the international market,
it was and still is, felt necessary that Marriott
go overseas,
d)

Another important reason for going overseas

was that the hotel expansion would tie in with
other lines of business operated by the company
in the international markets.
Since the corporation operates cruise ships,
expansion of hotels acts as a support for this
venture.
I

Site and Area Selection
The same criteria is used for site selection as
is used in the U.S.

The site and area selection

are dependent on:

a

-

Labor availability

b

-

Ability of investors to finance the property

c

-

Tourist attraction

d

-

Historic value

e

-

Business activity attracting national or
international business

f

-

Strength of primary markets, group, transient
or tourist,

g
III.

-

Pro-forma operating projections.

Tax Considerations

a)

These play an important role in the decision
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to build in a foreign country.

For example,

a big incentive that encouraged Marriott to
build a hotel in Barbados was the lack of an
import tax on furniture,

fixtures, and other

equipment that had to be imported.

This equip-

ment was not available in Barbados, consequently,

substantial savings were realized in total
project cost.
In addition to the above benefits, there are
tax rebates offered during the first ten years
of operation.
b)

Similar types of incentives are also

available in other islands of the Caribbean,
mainly because the local governments are
actively soliciting U.S. technology in the hotel
industry.

This was one of the reasons why

Marriott began programs of condominium development of Puerto Rico,
c)

The development of hotels is primarily

associated with and dependent upon the ability
of the project to provide a tax shelter for
the investors.

This is done because stock

analysts are looking at PIE ratios above anything else.

They are looking not necessarily

at how many buildings they can own, but rather
are encouraging the hotel companies to diversify
their portfolio via management contracts and
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thereby offer tax incentives to businessmen who
are earning more than $200,000 annually.
d)

An evaluation is made to determine the amount

of taxes they would pay overseas as opposed to
those paid in the U.S.

If these taxes are much

greater than those paid in the U.S., then gong
overseas would not prove financially sound.
IV.

Guarantees
Marriott feels that even when the investment is
guaranteed,

there is always a risk; there is no

situation where you get a 100% guarantee,
But overall, it is a consideration, and Marriott
at all times wants to minimize the risk and also
do away with the possibility of having a continuing
loss.

To protect their interest in a foreign country,
they buy OPEC Insurance which is underwritten by
the U.S. Government.
If Marriott feels that there are excessive restrictions, then they are reluctant to go into the

country.
However, insurance is expensive,
risk increases,

Whenever the

insurance rates go up.

isn't always the answer.

So insurance

Marriott will not guarantee

the payment of loans borrowed from international
financial intermediaries.

However, they may not
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take out certain percentage of management

fees, so

there is enough gross operating profits to pay the
debt service capital.

Insurance will be mae according to the investment
and potential earnings and is directly related to
the risk of the country.

Normal insurance is still

purchased to take care of the liability ensuing if,
for example, a guest falls.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS
I.

An initial study is undertaken to determine the

following:
a)

Current versus future needs of the hotel.

b)

Projected gross revenues and hence deter-

minations

of the average room rate,

c)

Optimum debt-equity ratio.

d.)

Cost projections,

e)

Cost of equity in order to give advice

to investors,

f)

Evaluation of owner's financial background

is made, to determine the financial stability

of the investors.
g)

Type of financing needed.

h)

Projected cash flow analysts,

i)

Amount of funds needed for working capital

and

pre-opening services,

j)

As no two deals are alike, especially when
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the interest rates, currency fluctuations
widely affect the investment decision.

For

instance, not too many foreign countries have
the cash available;

thus, money comes out of

a commercial bank in the U.S.

The commercial

bank lends the funds because the local government will back the money.

Even then, a certain

amount of risk and gambling is involved.
Pro forma studies are conducted to determine

k)

the effect on the hotel under 80-70-60% occupancy levels and this is done because world
economic conditions keep changing.

This affects

considerably the occupancy of international

hotels.
1

-

Are the local investors capable of
coming up with the investment needed
to construct the hotel? Marriott
tries to make a requisite whereby
debt-equity ratio is in the 30-70%

bracket.
II.

Local Currency Loans vs Dollar Loans

Marriott recommends that the investors are better
off getting local loans, because all the earnings
are in local currency;

hence, currency fluctuations

will not affect interest payment for foreign loans
adversely. 1

8

1 8 Richad

Cromwell and Marily Greene, "Problems
in Going International " The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant
Quarterly, February 1969, p. 87.
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Usually many U.S.

banks have money in some of

the foreign countries in which they are doing
business and have funds available and provide

loans for the construction cost and so forth.
Sometimes financing is arranged through the
World Bank or the Export-Import Bank.

This

gives an umbrella of protection for the other
banks to come in under and invest.
II.

Stability
Marriott 's

expansion philosophy has been to build

hotels in a given general area so as to cut overhead
and corporate expenses.

Their expansion philosophy

is:
a)

To take advantage of opportunities that

exist in the international market,
b)

Marriott diversified into airline catering,

restaurants, and theme parks with the main
purpose of taking benefits arising out of the
markets that existed.

The biggest caterer in

Northern Europe was bought out to strengthen
the airline catering business
strengthening its

Marriott is

se by entering into condo-

minium development,
c)

The philosophy of the company has been

changed and the emphasis now is on "leisure
type business," which they called "away from
home market."
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IV.

Corporate Strategy
Firstly, the corporate strategy is to build quality
properties all over the world, where existing markets
are or will be in the future.

Marriott will not

build moderately priced hotels and take advantage
of accommodation needs of the masses,
Secondly, the proposed hotel is only built when
it is established that the hotel will be able to
stand on its own two feet in that it will achieve
80% occupancy.
that,

If the proposed hotel cannot achieve

then either the project is rejected or delayed.

The growth rate is established

in order to achieve

a 100% growth in five years, and double the sales
every five years.
Long run growth is considered to be twenty years.
This is because when foreign source capital is
brought in, the banks want the same period of time
to amortize the loan, while the International Hotel
company will have the management contract.

However,

the problem here is to know what the political
situation will be in the area.

For example, the

current situation in Central America, and how it
would affect business and its consequences.

In a

situation such as the one just mentioned, Marriott
endeavors to get a little higher management fee
over a six year period and only then is the project
economically sound and viable,
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C. CONTRACTS
a)

Management Contracts
Services provided under management contracts:
1

-

Design and development

2

-

Technical assistance

3

-

Managing a

-

Standard operating procedures for
the hotel

5

-

Preventive maintenance systems

6

-

Sales and marketing services

7

-

Budgeting and accounting procedures

8

-

Services of Marriott's supply companies are not made mandatory

9

-

Food and Beverage systems are established,
Then if the hotel has a
problem in a certain area, a team of
experts is sent in to solve the
problem.

equipping the property

Manuals are provided for all areas, but certain
areas may be changed a little bit, for instance, as far
as serving food,

But the same standards of food would

apply in Boston as in Rio de Janeiro.

Marriott endeavors

to maintain standards of hygene and sanitation all over
the world,
b)

Compensation for a Management Contract:
Marriott charges 6f of gross sales to cover

cost of:
1

-

2 -A

3

-

The national sales office
regional team
Part of corporate expense
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Franchise Contracts

c)

Marriott has changed its corporate
philosophy and will not franchise anymore.
The reasons are:

D.

1

-

They lose management control of
the property, and hence, sometimes the franchise compromises
the quality.

2

-

Customers do not know if the
property is franchised or not.
Consequently, Marriott has
decided that it is not worthwhile to put the company's name
on something they cannot control.

3

-

By franchising, they sacrifice
the long term benefits they would
derive by operating the hotel
themselves.

LEASE AIRANGEMENTS
Marriott considers leases to be very risky, so they
do not get into that type of arrangement.

Another

reason for this refusal, is that in a lease the company
is bound (financially or otherwise),

because then,

they have long-term fixed payments.

The obligation

is the same as of an owner; therefore, the risk is
increased manifoldly and is not worth pursuing any
project under these conditions.

E.

RELATIONS WITH LOCAL GOTRNMENTS
An analysis is done on the local government to try
to determine the following aspects:
1

-

What are the incentives offered to a local
investor developing a hotel property?

9

2 - What is the government's attitude
towards the business climate?

3

-

Try to get an inference of government's
attitudes who has laid down restrictions after a foreign operated hotel
has been in operation.

4

-

Whether pay back method vis a vis
net present value or internal rate of
return will be most beneficial in a
certain country.

5

-

Sometimes a hotel development is
supported by a local government,
which may not be too concerned with
financial returns because the project
is to initiate tourism development in

the country.

6

-

What are the restrictions laid down by
the local government in terms of the
amount of equity that can be invested
by foreign sources?

7

-

The extent of the government's involvement in the project will determine the
amount of investment Marriott will make
in the project. The risk is then reduced substantially, and a different
evaluation will be made,
The banks
lending money after knowledge of the
government's involvement may make longterm loans at a much lower interest rate,
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CHAPTER V
FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN COLOMBIA
A.

DEFINITIONS
-

Direct Foreign Investment:

the contributions

from abroad,

Is defined as

belonging to foreign

individuals or juristic persons, made to the capital
of an enterprise in freely convertible currencies

or

in physical or tangible assets, whose owners shall
have the right to re-export their value and to
transfer their profits abroad.
-

Enterprise:

In applying the rules on foreign

investment, the National Planning Department acts
on definition of enterprise as given under Article
25 of the Colombian Commercial Code, which reads
as follows:

"An enterprise shall be understood

to mean any economic activity organized for the
production,

transformation,

circulation, adminis-

tration or custody of goods or for the rendering
of services.

Such activity shall be carried out

through one or more business establishments."

1 De

rtamento Nacional de Planeaci n, Foreign Investment in Colombia: Basic Rules. (Editorial Presencia,
Bogota, 1980), p. 23.
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F:orei

-

Enterrise:

An enterprise formed or

incorporated in the receiving country, whose
capital held by national investors is less than

51%

or, if more than that, where such percentage

is not reflected in the technical, financial,
administrative and commercial management of the

enterprise, at the discretion of the competent
national agency.
New Investment:

-

Any investment in new or

existing enterprises made after July 1, 1971.
Reinvestment:

-

The investment of all or part

of the undistributed profits of a direct foreign
investment in the same enterprise where such
profits were generated,

GUIDELINES FOR THE AUTHORIZATION, REGISTRATION AND
CONTROL OF FOREIGN INVESTHENTS
Every foreign investment application shall contain:
1

-

Description of the investor:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2

-

Full name
Nationality
Composition of Board of Directors
Composition of Staff and Management
Economic Activity
Copy of Articles of Incorporation

Form of Investment:
a)

Financial resources in currency or
credit:
-

Currency in which the investment

will be made
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-

Capital of national origin
Capital of foreign origin
Credit from parent company

-

Effective interest payable on

Credit from other sources
credits

b)

Physical or tangible resources, such as:
-

Industrial plant

- New and reconditioned machinery
-

c)

New and reconditioned equipment
Spare parts
Parts and pieces
Raw materials
Unfinished products

Resources arising from technology or
intangibles such as:
- Trade marks
-

Industrial models
Management skills
Patented or unpatented know-how
Possible alternative technologies

Requirements being met:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Short supply of domestic savings
Short supply of foreign currency
Lack of management or administrative
skills
Need for access to technological know-how
Lack of local entrepreneurial spirit

Plan for progressive national participation:
a)

Percentage of stock to be placed with

national investors
b)

Period of time and terms for implementing
it

c)

Method to determine the value of each
allocation

Effects of the new investment:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Approximate date of commencement of
normal operations
Operating capacity
Exportable production
New employment
Imports of raw materials or unfinished

products, in annual production
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f)

Utilization of local unit

General Criteria
The National Council for Economic Policy shall
determine the criteria to be applied by the National

Planning Department in studying the applications
for foreign capital investments or substitution of
investments,

for which purpose it shall take into

account:

a)

The contribution of the investment to
the country's

b)

level of employment;

Net effect of the investment on the

balance of payments;
c)

Degree of initial and subsequent
utilization of national raw materials
and of parts or components now manu-

factured or to be manufactured
henceforth in Colombia;

d)

Proportion between the imported
capital and the requirements of the
respective enterprise for fixed investment and working funds;

e)

Participation of national capital and
investors;

f)

Degree of competition of the line of
products in question in the national

market;
g)

Contribution towards the process of
Latin American integration;

h)

Technical features of the project,

its management and administration;
and
i)

Any other circumstances considered

pertinent by the Council to ensure
that the investment conforms to
the economic and social development
programs and to the advisability of
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of foreign capital participating in
certain activities that cannot be
adequately developed with domestic
resources,
Preference should be given to the review of such
investments as may result in increasing or diversifying

exports.
In reviewing foreign capital investment applications,
the National Planning Department shall ensure that the
appropriate projects meet the economic development priorities of the country, in accordance with the following

criteria:
a)

Association of national capital and investors;

b)

Contribution of the investment to subregional and Latin American integration

processes;
c)

Net effect of the investment on the country's
balance of payments;

d)

Contribution of the investment to improving
the level of employment in the country;

e)

Contribution of the project to the country's
technological, administrative and commercial

development, and participation of national
personnel in its management;
f)

Degree of initial or subsequent utilization
of raw materials and of parts or items

manufactured at present or to be manufactured
in Colombia;
g)

Effect of the project in the sector concerned;

h)

Proportion between the imported capital and
the requirements of fixed investment and

working capital;
i)

Degree of market competition of the line of
products in question. It is understood that

foreign investments shall not be approved
in activities adequately attended by existing
enterprises.
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The National Planning Department shall approve
foreign capital investment projects involving the purchase
of stock, shares or interest held by national investors only
if the imminent bankruptcy of the enterprise in which the
investment is to be made is substantiated.
The approval of any foreign investment is subject
to conditions and requirements based on technical and
political criteria applied by the Administration in evaluating the investment project, and on express legal restrictions or prohibitions.

Terms for Decidin

on Apreva

or Rejctionx

The National Planning Department shall issue a
reasoned opinion on the applications,

within sixty days

from the date the presentation of the required documents
is completed.

Such opinion shall be officially made known

to the investors.

The said term may be extended by means

of a National Planning Department decision for up to
sixty additional days when so required due to specially
complex project conditions,

Any applications not resolved

within the above terms shall be deemed to be approved.
The National Council for Economic and Social
Policy may simplify the proceedings
capital investments

for evaluating foreign

in areas of evident importance or by

reason of their small amount.
Terms for

akin

the rvsitm nt

"Pursuant to the provision of Article 107,
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Decree 444 of 1967, the foreign investment authorization
granted by the National Planning Department shall in each
case set forth the term in which the investment must be
made.

Investments not made within the term so stated shall

require a new authorization." 2

Review of the National Planing D

rtment1s

Decision

The National Council for Economic and Social
Policy may, at the investor's request, review the opinion

issued by the National Planning Department,
ment may, at its discretion,

This depart-

approve or reject any direct

foreign investment application.

That is why such adminis-

trative action is considered to be of discretional nature.
Failure to comply with the obligations indicated
in the approval of the investment gives rise, to forfeiting
the approval and the perogatives deriving therefrom.

On

the other hand, the fulfillment of the requirements set
forth under the act of approval guarantees its being kept
in force,
The National Planning Department considers that
the Administrative act of authorizing the investment,
grants the foreign investor the right to import forei
currency, convert some and carry out the investment, provided the recipient enterprise is willing to accept the
foreign investment or is legally or contractually bound
to do so.

The right to register the foreign investment

with the Exchange Office of the Bank of the Republic
2

Ibid.., p. 46.
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depends on the fulfillment of the conditions established
under the authorization.
The burden of fulfilling such conditions falls on
the foreign investor rather than on any third parties,
on whom such fulfillment may in fact depend, as would be
the case where the recipient enterprise's consent is
required, or where the investment is to be made in a
specific enterprise which must in turn agree to make exports for a given amount during a specified period.

C.

OBLIGATION TO REGISTER THE INVESTMNT
Every direct foreign investment shall be registered

with the competent national agency together with the

agreement determining the conditions of the authorization,
The amount of the investment should be registered in a
freely convertible currency.

Coinx etent Nationa

Re istration Ay ecy

Once approved by the National Planin

Department

(NPD), the foreign capital investments shall be registered
at the Exchange Office,
Also registered with such office shall be the
movement of investments, including additional foreign
investments, reinvestments of profits entitled to be
remitted abroad, remittance of profits and reimbursements

of capital.
The Exchange Office shall issue regulations as
to the form and terms of the registration ordered and,

10

if necessary,

shall determine the procedure for assessing the

value of investments not made in

foreign currency, such as

those represented in machinery and equipment,
"Article 120:

Foreign capital invested after

June 17, 1957, shall be registered with the Exchange Office,

The registration constitutes an essential requirement for
the continued remittance of profits and reimbursement of
capital abroad.
Article 121:

The Exchange Office may reject any

registration applications submitted under the preceding
Article when the evidence presented to substantiate the
authenticity of the investment and the data relative to
its movements are insufficient." 3

Currency for Re istration Pur oses
The registration of foreign investments and
their movements must be made in the currency adopted by
the Monetary Board and no readjustment or revaluation

thereof shall be allowed.
The Exchange Office of the Bank of the Republic
y register foreign investments in the following currencies
in addition to the U.S. dollar:

German mark, Belgian

franc, French franc, Dutch florin, Pound sterling, Italian
lire, Danish crown, Swedish crown, Swiss franc, Japanese
yen and Venezuelan bolivar.
3 Gilberto

Arango, Estrcura con6 mica Colombia
(Bogota, Ediciones Colin, b1981), p. 50.

Data to be Contained in the

Aplict

ion

To secure the registration referred to in Article
120 hereinabove, an application must be filed with the
Exchange Office, containing the following data:
a)

Name of the investor;

b)

Amount of the original investment,

according to the method of calculation
fixed by the National Council for
Economic Policy;

D,

c)

Amount of the foreign investments in
addition to the original investment,
determined in the same manner;

d)

Amount of reinvestment of profits;

e)

Amount in foreign currency of the
profits remitted abroad;

f)

Portion of the capital reimbursed abroad;

g)

Any other data required by the Exchange
Office.

NET VALUE OF T

NET

The net foreign currency value of the investment is
comprised of the capital originally imported, any additional foreign investments, and reinvestment of profits
entitled to be remitted abroad, minus any capital reimbursements, all of this pursuant to the data registered
with the Exchange Office.

The net foreign currency

value of investments made in Colombia prior to March
22,
1967 shall be estimated as follows:
1

-

In companies legally incorporated abroad,
which have obtained an operating permit
in Colombia, the net value as of December
31st
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of each year shall be comprised of the

following factors:
a

-

The initially "assigned Capital,"
i.e., the amount of the foreign
contribution shown on the appro-

priate document of incorporation,
converted into dollars at the
rate of exchange applicable to
these transactions in effect on
the date of such document,

b

-

Any increase in this initially
assigned capital shall be calculated at the applicable rate of
exchange in effect on the date of
legalization of such increases;

c

-

The estimated dollar surplus (or
deficit), at the average annual
rate of exchange of the applicable
market during the year when the
profit (or loss) which gave rise
to the appropriate exchange of the
surplus (or deficit) was generated;

* Capital availabilities in the form
of assets, currency or services
remaining in the Home Office account
during the fiscal year to which the
profits apply, upon evidencing of
this circumstance to the exchange
office, in agreement with such
documents as such Office required.
e

-

Capital reimbursements made prior
to March 22, 1967, and those
authorized from such date onward.

E.

TRANSFER O
The owners of a direct foreign investment shall be

entitle

,

agency,

to transfer abroad,

upon authorization by the competent national
in freely convertible currency,

the proven net profits originating from their direct
foreign investment of up to 20% per annum of such invest-

ment.

The competent national agency may also authorize
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the investment of any surplus of distributed profits, in
which case it shall be deemed to be a direct foreign
investment.

According to Decree Law 444, March 22, 1967, Article
115, the registration of the investment at the exchange
office shall entitle its owner to:
a

-

Remit abroad the profits thereof within
the limits provided hereunder and under
resolutions of the National Council for
Economic Policy in force on the date of
the registration.

b

-

Reimburse the principal, up to the amount
actually imported and that of the reinvestments of profits entitled to be
remitted abroad, in the event of total
or partial disposal of the assets,
stocks or interest or in case of investments subject to depletion.

Rate of Exchange
Remittances convening profits on foreign capital
invested in

Colombia and reimbursement of said foreign

capital shall be made through the capital market, at the
rate of exchange in effect in said market at the time of
such remittances.

The capital market rate shall also

apply to purchases made by the Bank of The Republic of
foreign currency originating from foreign investments,
The conversion of any amounts that a foreign
investor is entitled to remit abroad shall be made at
the rate of exchange in effect on the date of the remittance.
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F.

BINVESTMNT OF PROFIT
The reinvestment of profits earned by foreign

enterprises shall be considered new investment and can
only be made upon prior authorization and registration,
The Colombian Government may allow reinvestments of
profits earned by foreign enterprises without any particular authorization, if such amounts do not exceed
annually, 7% of the capital of the firm in question.

The

obligation to register remains unchanged in these cases.
G.

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS PROFITS
"ArticleI

For purposes of Subsection 3, Article

10, Decision 103 of the Cartagena Agreement Commission
Incorporated in Colombian legislation by means of Decree
170 of 1977."

The National Planning Department may

grant the status of direct foreign investment to the capitalization of excess profits over and above the limits on
transfers abroad, generated before or after the effective
date of the resolution, provided the enterprises receiving
the investment, of such surpluses use at least 50% of the
new investment to purchase bonds of the Industrial Development Institute (Instituto de Fomento Industrial),
The purchase of these bonds shall be made by the
enterprise receiving the investment of surplus profits
within 30 days from the approval of such investment.

In

4Banco de la Republica,
ua
r e Inverost
(Bogota, Editorial Panorama, 1974), p. 121,
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special cases, the National Planning Department may grant
a longer term for the purchase of bonds.
The bonds to be issued by the Industrial Development
Institute shall:

H.

a)

Bear the name of the holder

b)

Earn an interest rate of 15% annually,
payable semi-annually

c)

Have a maturity of

5

years

E-EXPORTATI0N OF CAPITAL
The foreign investor shall be entitled to re-export

invested capital upon sale of his stock shares or interest
to national investors, or upon liquidation of the enter-

prise.

The sale of stock shares or interest by one foreign

investor to another must previously be authorized by the
competent National agency and shall not be deemed to be a
re-exportation of capital,

A subregional investor shall

be entitled to re-export the invested capital upon sale of
his stock shares or interest to National or subregional
investors, or upon liquidation of enterprise.
According to Decree Law 444, March 22,

1967, Article

115, the registration of the investment at the exchange
office shall entitle its owner to:
a)

Remit abroad the profits thereof within
the limits provided hereunder and under
resolutions of the National Council for
Economic Policy in force on the date of
the registration;

b)

Reimburse the principal, up to the amount
actually imported and that of the reinvestments of profits entitled to be
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remitted abroad, in the event of total
or partial disposal of the assets,
stocks or interest or in case of investments subject to depletion.
c)

In cases other than those contemplated
under the preceding subsection, to
reimburse moderate amounts for amortization of investments, pursuant to the
National Planning Department's decisions
at the time it authorizes the investment
and in comformity with the criteria set
by the Council for Economic Policy.

It is understood that in no case shall authorization
be given to purchase foreign currency for capital reimbursements in amounts in excess of the net foreign currency
balance of the investment in question.
To decide whether or not a Colombian corporation
is entitled to apply for the authorization necessary for
any transfer of its stock by one foreign investor to
another, it shall in each case be required to examine the
provisions of the company's by-laws in accordance with any
special authorization received for the purpose by the
applicant from the persons concerned,
The individuals representing the assignor or
assignee investors for any purpose in Colombia shall substantiate the legitimacy of such representation according
to the applicable regulations, such as Article 408 of the
Commercial Code, and Articles 65 and 259 of the Code of
Civil Procedure.
In regards to the effect of the assignment authorization by the National Planning Department, it
should be
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taken into account that such authorization does not have
the virtue to actually assign the ownership of the stock
in question.

Such assignment becomes effective through the

registration thereof i

the Stock Register, by means of a

written order by the assignor.

This is independent from

the assignment authorization granted by this Department,

and, without prejudice to the exchange consequences, it
would be at least controversial whether the absence of the
latter affects the validity of the assignment between the
parties and vis a vis the corporation.
Accordingly, a hypothetical defective representation
of the parties in the administrative processing of the
assignment application would not infringe "the civil and
commercial law of Colombia on transfers of stock in a
Colombian Corporation," provided the seller is otherwise
duly represented under such laws by the person who gives
the written order of assignment.
Finally,"...in view of the provision of Article 406
of the Commercial Code and of these Departments terri-

torial jurisdiction, the processing of the authorization
and the authorization itself, as well as the transfer registration of the stock of a corporation organized in

Colombia, cannot take place abroad but on Colombian territory only, even though the holders or owners of the stock
be foreign investors," 5

5Departamento

Nacional de Planeaci n, op. cit,,
p. 63,
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Re-exportable capital is understood to mean capital
formed by the amount of the initial direct foreign investment, registered and actually incurred, plus any reinvestments made in the same enterprise, substracting net losses,
if any.

In cases where there is participation of national

investors, the above provision should be understood to be
limited to the percentage of the direct foreign investment
on the reinvestment made and on the net losses.
Eortatio

of Caital Gins

In the case of liquidation of the enterprise,

the

number resulting between the real value of the net assets
and the re-exportable capital,

shall be considered to be a

capital gain which can be transferred abroad upon
payment
of the applicable taxes.
A foreign investor shall also be entitled to
transfer abroad the amounts obtained as a result of the
sale
of his stock, shares or interest upon payment
of the applicable taxes,
I.

CONTROL OVER THE INVESTMNT
The control of the performance of obligations in-

curred by foreign investors shall be entrusted
to the
agency which registers the investment, in coordination

with

the competent government department or offices
in each case,
The competent national agency shall be responsible
for:
a - Supervising the performance
of commitments
relative to national participation
in the
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technical, administrative, financial
and commercial management as well as
and in the capital of the enterprise;
b - Authorizing, exceptionally, the purchase
by foreign investors of stock, shares
or interest in national or mixed enter-

prises;
c

-

Establishing a system of reporting and
price control on such intermediate
products as are furnished by the
supply of foreign technology or foreign
capital;

d

-

Authorizing transfers abroad, in freely
convertible currency, of such amounts
as the enterprises or investors are
entitled to remit pursuant to the national
laws of the country concerned, (Colombia);

e

-

Centralizing statistics, accounting, informative and control records relating to
direct foreign investment; and

f

-

Authorizing license agreements for the use
of imported technology and of trademarks

and patents.

Juristic persons of any kind, any part of whose
capita

is formed by foreign investments, must provide

the Exchange Office and the Exchange Control Prefecture
with such data and information as may be required to
verify the movement of foreign capital, and shall be subject to the supervision of the Superintendency of Corporations, with the exception of those corporations which are
subject to the control of the Banking Superintendent.
"In compliance with Article
267, paragraph (d),
Decree 410 of 1971, corporations whose capital is held

in

any part by foreign persons who have not
been qualified as
national investors, and which are not under the control
of
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the Banking Superintendency, shall be subject to the

in-

spection and supervision of the Superintendency of Corporations, and in consequence,

shall apply for the appro-

priate operating permit." 6

J.

FOREIGN CREDIT
Foreign credits obtained by an enterprise require

prior authorization by the competent agency and must be
registered with the same.

Overall limits to foreign in-

debtedness may be authorized for specified periods,

Credit

agreements within such authorized overall limits shall be
registered with the competent agency.
Transfer abroad made by enterprises to cover
amortization and interest on foreign loans shall be
authorized as per the terms of the registered loan agreement.
For foreign credit agreements executed between the
home office and its affiliates or between affiliates of
the same foreign enterprise, the effective annual rate of
interest shall not exceed the prime rate prevailing in
the finance market of the country of origin of the
currency in which the transaction was registered, by more
than three points.

In respect to foreign credit agree-

ments other than those mentioned before, the effective
annual rate of interest payable by the enterprise shall
CAlvaro amcho, Capta Extranjero: usarlo
Colombiano, (Bogota, Edtorial Norma,
1977), p.

165,
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be determined by the competent national agency and shall
be closely linked to the conditions prevailing in the
financial market of the country in which the transaction
was registered.
Moreover, foreign exchange transactions must be
understood to cover not only those involving income or
expenditures of foreign currency but also Colombian currency
entering or leaving the country.

Consequently, such

entries and exits are subject to the exchange control provisions and may only be effected in the manner and in the
cases authorized by the Monetary Board by means of general
resolutions.
For exchange control purposes, the following are
defined as international exchange transactions and are
forbidden:
a)

Bringing Colombian legal currency or
certificates representing such currency
into the country and taking some out;

b)

Purchasing foreign currency abroad with
Colombian legal currency or certificates
representing the same,

Authorit

of the Monetary Board, Exchajn eOffice
and Exchange Control Superintendency
The Monetary Board may, by means of general

regulations, forbid foreign credits originating in the
execution of loan agreements and in the importation of
goods, services of capital,

if their objects are incom-

patible with the exchange and monetary policy,
or limit
such loans or imports should the country's foreign
in-

debtedness be excessive.
To properly carry out its functions, the
Board may,

through general resolutions,

Monetary

limit foreign

credit by fixing the terms of payment of the value of
imports, as well as the date from which such terms shall
be counted.

For this reason,

consideration should be

given tothe different types of imports, if this is deemed
convenient.
The Monetary Board may likewise regulate the terms,
credit establishments must observe in granting foreign
letters of credit or in granting credit for payment of
imported goods.
The Exchange Office of the Bank of the Republic
must report monthly to the

Monetary

Board on the amount

and characteristics of the country's foreign liabilities
originating from imports.
"Under the supervisory authority granted thereto

by Article 137, Decree

w 144 of 1967, the Exchange

Office shall report to the Exchange Control Superintendency

any cases of noncompliance with the provisions regulating
foreign credit especially as regards default in remitting
abroad the value of imports ."
The Exchange Office must verify noncompliance by
any legally admissible means, and the Exchange Control
Superintendency must penalize the infringers,
7Superinten dencia de Sociedades, Inversions Extraeras en Coloma, (Boota, Ministerio de Desarrallo
Econdmico, 1978), p. 72,
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Financing of

roje ct s

In the case of loans intended to finance the
installation of factories or other projects of economic or

social interest, the total amount of the debt may be registered, even though a

rt of the foreign currency is used

for the acquisition of goods or services abroad or for

foreign currency payments in Colombia.
This registration must give the right to remit
abroad the amounts necessary to service the loan.

Such

remittances replace those which might have been made for
importation of goods and services included in the project
and financed with the loan.

Remittances covering the value

of the imported goods must be made at the rate of the exchange certificate market, and the remainder at the capital
market rate,
In terms of financing of imports,

loans granted by

credit institutions abroad to finance imports can be
registered with the Exchange Office only, after approval
of the respective importation by the Foreign Trade Superintendency.

In this case,

the repayment of principal must

be made through the exchange certificate market.
Domestic Credit
In respect of domestic credit,

foreign enter-

prises will not have access to long-term credit.

The terms

and conditions of access to domestic short and
medium-term
credit will be set forth under the applicable
national
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legislations, medium term being considered as credit not
exceeding three years.
K

NT

FO

T

APPROVAL OF INVESTENTS

N

THE

TOURISN SECTOR
The National Planning Department may authorize new
direct investments in existing enterprises or enterprises
to be established, destined for the activities "..,under
Division 63 of the United Nations Standard International

Industrial Classification..."8

and specifically, in

restaurants, cafes and other establishments dealing in
food and beverages, as well as in hotels, hostels,

camps

and other lodging facilities, provided the main object
of the activity in question is to complement, assist,
develop or promote National Tourism.
In addition, a national participation of not less
than 15% of the capital must be required in any new
enterprise destined for the activities previously mentioned.

When the implementation of a project affecting the
tourist sector necessitates the construction or expansion
of any additional infrastructure by public entities or
by other enterprises.

The National Planning Department,

upon clearance by the National Tourist Corporation, shall
agree with the foreign investor on the proportion of the
cost of such infrastructure applicable to the investor,
epartamento Nacional de Planeacion, op. cit.,

p.

133.
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The National Planning Department shall condition
its authorization of any direct foreign investments in
tourist activities,

giving rise to royalties payable to

other enterprises now existing or to be established in the
future, who are concessionaires

or affiliates of the same

investor, to the approval of the pertinent contract by the
Royalty Committee,
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CHAPTER VI
PROOF OF THE HYPOTHESES, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Each hypothesis has been explored with resulting
findings through the different stages of this research.
These findings should prove each hypothesis to the satisfaction of those who made that assessment,
FIRST HYPOTHESIS
The

International

Hotel Chains

Have

Certain Re uire-

ments Wen Investing in. Latin America,
The results of the questionnaire, and the results of
the personal interviews which were presented in Chapter
IV,
clearly show that each international hotel chain examined
have their own requirements, and their own process of
stud ying and analyzing the possibility of investing in
Latin America.
Some of these companies do a more detailed survey of
the potential country or city where there is the possibility
of building a hotel, whereas others do not follow such a
detailed analysis,
These differences in how each company approaches a
potential investment are a direct consequence of the com-

pany's corporate strategy, a consequence too of whether or
not the company is new in the Latin American
market 'i.e.,
Holiday Inn

or if, on the contrary, they have been in the

market for quite some time

i.e., Inter-Continental

.
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Finally, another important reason for these
differences in approaching the developing market of Latin
America is the financial aspect and philosophy of the
company.

Some companies only go into countries where they

have 100% control of the operation

i.e., Hyatt International

while others such as Sheraton or Inter-Continental have a
more liberal and, at the same time,

flexible philosophy.

SECOND HYPOTHESIS

Colombia does not meet the bsic requirements of
the International Hotel chains,
The findings presented in Chapter V, revealed that
this hypothesis in part is true and part is not.

In other

words, there are some requirements from the International
Hotel chains which are met by Colombia, but on the other
hand,

there are other requirements which are not met by

Colombia.
In general, we can conclude that the hypothesis has
been proved and it is true because there are more requirements which are not being met than those met by Colombia,

As it will be pointed out in the Conclusions, the
main reason for Colombia not having more International
Hotel chains is because the local investors want to invest
their money in enterprises which will give them a quick
return on their investment and, unfortunately,

investing

in a hotel entails waiting 10-15 years before getting
any
return on the investment.
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This problem can be solved if the Colombian Government makes loans more accessible to the local investors and
to foreign investors.
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CONCLUSITONS

A,

Conclusions oInernational

Hotel Compaies

Each of the international hotel companies have
established their own criteria for expansion.
guishing differences
following

The distin-

in their approach is evident by the

facts:

1

-

Several of the companies will not invest in
foreign countries for fear of expropriation,

2

-

Some companies have established rapid growth
as their main goal and objective without
consideration to demand analysis.

Others are

much more cautious in their expansion
efforts,
and consequently,

lay greater emphasis on

market demand,

3

-

The majority of the companies examined have
given complete autonomy to the local manage-

ment.

4

-

Some of the companies studied want to take
advantage of the local opportunities that
exist and diversify, while the others just
want to concentrate on hotel development

projects,

5

-

Most of the companies prefer a management
contract than a franchise contract or
a
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lease arrangement.

Some of the companies

will not even consider a foreign project
unless they will have 100% control of the
management of the hotel.
-

It is evident that some of the companies
have benefited greatly by the incentives
offered by some of the developing countries.
These benefits range from a government
guaranteeing to an international hotel
company to a fixed return on investment, to
total exemptions for a period. of five to
ten years or more.

-

Most of the companies will support their

partner hotels and prevent them from going
under by advancing a loan or by signing a
collateral for the loan,
-

Most of the international hotel companies
have taken extensive insurance policies to
protect themselves

from the liabilities

ensuing from overseas hotel operations.
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BConclusions of Colombian Laws and of Forein
Investment
There is an unquestioned desire on the part
of the Colombian Government for an increased flow of foreign
investment into the country.

The reason for this is a full

appreciation that at this stage of its development, Colombia
is not likely to achieve an adequate rate of economic growth
entirely by its own means and resources .

On the other hand,

the total sum of direct foreign capital investment should
not be disproportionate taking the national economy as a
whole, since excessive dependence on foreign interests can
only generate political as well as balance of payments
problems.

It is essential that foreign capital should be
judiciously distributed throughout the economy so as to
protect the free enterprise system and acquired rights from

any upheavals.

While this is the general philosophy exist-

ing in Colombia today, its practical application must per
force be motivated by the special circumstances of the
country.

In this respect, there are areas where foreign

capital is more necessary than in others,

A country which practices a policy of successive
devaluations can offer speculative incentives to foreign
investors but--in the long run--it does not provide any
guarantee

in regard to the real yield of their capital.

On the other hand, the maintenance of relative stability
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will give greater confidence to local and foreign capital
investors who will then be able to rely on the fruits of
their investment being secure.
In general, the country's economic climate has
considerably improved, making Colombia more attractive to
foreign investment,

I

this connection, it is noteworthy

that Colombia has no legislation whatever preventing foreign
investors from entering certain sectors of the economy.

On

the other hand, a foreign investment project must be submitted to the National Planning Department for prior
approval and in order to ensure that it corresponds to the
overall development objectives of the country.

Once the

necessary authorization has been obtained, there exists
complete equality of rights between local and foreign
entrepreneurs in regard to all economic activities.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the
existing controls on imports and international transactions
do create difficulties for private enterprise, both local
and foreign.

These controls are not due to any dogmatic

approach, but to special circumstances.

They are found on

an empirical and practical philosophy and on the recog-

nition that Colombia must rely on its own possibilities.
Wisdom, moderation, stability and long-term
policies are among the most important ingredients for the
potential health and economic development of a country,
They exist in Colombia today.

Private enterprise, both

local and foreign, have thus been given an opportunity to
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work more effectively and this opportunity should not be
missed,
The Colombian Government is indeed fully conscious
of the fact that both local and foreign private investors
will have to work together as a unit in order
to benefit
and make the investments more productive.
Finally, and in a manner to show how the Colombian
Government is willing to admit foreign
investment in Colombia,
it has been increasing the percentage of profits allowed
to
be remitted outside the country by the foreign enterprises:
-

Article 116, Decree Law 444 of 1967, established that foreign enterprises could not
remit more than 10

of the annual net value

of the investment,
-

Later on with Decision 24, Article 37, it
determined this percentage to be 14%,

-

Finally, Article 10, Decision 103 of
1976,
increased this percentage to 20% annually,
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C.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

1

-

International hotel companies are interested

in Colombia, and two of them specifically
have been trying to enter the market
(Sheraton and Holiday Inn).
2

-

The requirements by the International Hotel

companies are not the reason for Colombia
not having more than two international
hotel companies,
3

-

The main reason for international hotel

companies not to be in Colombia is because
local investors want a quick (2-3 year)
return on their investment, and unfortunately (for both the investors and the
hotel companies) investing in a hotel
means waiting 10-15 years to begin
getting any return on the investment.
-

Even though Colombian Laws dealing with
Foreign Investment are liberal, the
Andean Pact, to which Colombia belongs,
restricts foreign investment in
Colombia.

It frightens foreign in-

vestors,

5

-

There is also some problems in terms
of currency control, monetary estric-
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tions, also difficulties for the

international hotel companies when dealing
with labor laws Which are tight
and difficult.
-

It

is difficult to get financing in

Colombia.
- The Hospitality Industry is not an industry
of primary importance to the Colombian
Government, therefore, there is a lack
of interest from the government and the
local investors to invest and help develop
the Tourist Industry.
-

Most of the local investors
in Colombia
have their money invested in fixed

assets, hence, no cash flow which consequently makes it difficult to invest in
hotels,
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1

-

The Colombian Government should make credit
easy to obtain not only to local investors
but to foreign investors as well,

In this

manner more foreign investment will enter
the country providing its widely recognized

advantages,
2 - The Government and specifically the Colombian
Tourism Corporation, must realize the importance and the potential that Colombia has in
its Tourism Industry, support it and exploit
it accordingly.
3

-

The Government must create more incentives
in order to attract more international hotel
companies,

4

-

Colombia must exclude the Tourism from the
Andean Pact (Decision 24)
as Venezuela did,
in order to make it easier for international
hotel companies to invest in Colombia.

5

-

Of great help would be the possibility of

the Tourism Corporation to guarantee the
financing of hotels in Colombia. This will
bring in more foreign investors, and they
will feel that they have a project with
less risk involved.
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-

In terms of taxes, the Colombian Government
should take action to consider the possibility
of concluding with other governments bilateral
agreements for the avoidance of double taxat ion,

-

It

would be most desirable if Colombia were

to participate actively in the setting up of
the Multilateral Investment Guarantee scheme,
The adoption of such scheme by developing
countries as well as by industrialized
countries would contribute greatly to a
larger flow of private capital to those
areas of the world where the development

-

needs are the greatest and the most urgent.
The creation of a "Foreign Investment Promotion Board" to which the foreign investor
could address himself in order to obtain
guidance and advice in connection with the
realization of his plans and projects,
This body could centralize requests,
assist the investor in his negotiations
with other Governmental bodies, explaining
to them the specific problems and diffi-

culties facing the investor.
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Mr.

__

_

_

Direco
Direcoo

_

_

_

_

_

_

Operations

Dear Sir:
I am a student at Florida International University

where I am getting my Master's degree in Hotel Management.

Hereto enclosed is a questionnaire for collecting
the required data about your company's requirements when
investing

n Latin America.

I would appreciate it very much if you fill in
the questionnaire at your earliest convenience and have
it mailed to the following address:
Mr. Carlos De
rets
8500 S . 133 Avenue Rod., Apt. 402
Miami, Florida 33183
I will be very grateful for providing your time
and thoughts to assist me in completing a good research,
Looking forward to receiving your reply, as soon
as possible, and thanking you in advance for your assistance,
Sincerely yours,

CARLOS ALBERTO DE FREITAS
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IReasons for Developinp, Wotels Overseas
1

-

What are the primary considerations
overseas?

Is it because no financial investment

is required,
2

-

If

for going

or very little?

certain areas of the world are selected,

what

criteria is used to determine if this city or
country will provide the markets for the
hotels to achieve a desired occupancy percentage?
3

-

Do tax considerations and rebates offered in
foreign countries play a major role in your
decision to build a hotel in that country?

To

what extent?
-

Paying no U.S. taxes on foreign earnings, does

this play a significant role in building hotels
in those countries where the hotel industry has
been awarded a tax holiday?

5

-

To what extent?

Often, investment is guaranteed by the U.S.
Department of Commerce and financed by the World

Bank--hence, no risk--is this a consideration in
going overseas?
6

-

What criteria is used to determine the long run
economic possibilities in a country?
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II.

Criteria Used
A.

for Development Overseas

Financial
1 - How is the project evaluated.-if it is

going to prove viable or not?
2

-

Because of legal requirements in a foreign
country, does fund flow follow legal lines?
What dictates whether one should establish
a subsidiary branch operation, joint

venture or a combination of those?

3

-

What steps do you take to calculate the
profit potential of the partner hotel to

be built in a foreign country?
-

How does the social structure in a foreign
country influence financing arrangements?
Does it make a difference whether the

hotel is to operate in an industrialized
economy or an agrarian economy with wide
variations in the distribution of wealth?

Does this factor also influence the
availability of local sources of credit?

5

-

What considerations should be kept in
mind during the evolution of the project
when a host country dictates the amount
of equity in a hotel by the International
company overseas.

6

-

What thin s are kept in mind when the

financing plan for the hotel to be
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developed is considered?

(Raise capital,

debt and equity, etc.)
?

-

What criteria is used if and when the
International Hotel company makes a
substantial investment in an overseas
project?

Stabilit: an
1

-

oorate

Strategy

How does your company evaluate a country's
social and political climate?

Criteria

used?
2

-

Does your company want to expand into a
country which promises long term or
short

term growth?

Countries which have

existing markets for your services or
countries which will provide for anticipated markets.
3

-

What are your company's objectives?

To

build fine, luxurious hotels in key

metropolitan,

resort and destination

cities around the world; or to build

moderately priced or lower priced hotels
to take advantage of a wide market range?
4

-

What are the long and short term objectives
as far as operating hotels around the

world?

II.

eltonshi s wt

Local Governments and

stri

tions.m p.o.sed
1

-

How is the investment in the International
Hotel Company affected if only a percentage
of earnings is allowed to be remittable by
the local government?

If the local govern-

ment comes out with stringent regulations,
how does the International Hotel Company
deal with this situation?
2 -When

the loan is guaranteed by the local

government,

is this sufficient for the

International Hotel Company to pursue the
project?

3

-

What is the extent of analysis done on local
government attitudes towards investment,
its long term goals, and the priorities

laid down?
4

-

A local government may lay down restrictions
that determine if the prices of certain
services can be increased, and also if a
foreign company can invest in a subsidiary.
How extensively are these investigated, and
how do these affect your decision to go
into a country?
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[V.

Intentions to Invest or be in Colombia
1

-

Does your company have intentions on being

in Colombia?
2

-

Why?

Does your company view Colombia as a country
with a high or low risk factor?

Would the

risk factor influence the company's decision
as to whether or not to invest in Colombia?

3 -Does

your company view Colombia as a key

country in South America because of its
geographical location?

If so, how important

is this aspect in making an investment

decision?
4

-

Why?

Does your company view Colombia as a country
with a good Tourism potential?

5

-

If

applicable, what are the difficulties

that have not allowed your company to enter
into the Colombian market?
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APPENDIX B

DE CREE IAW 444-MA RCH 22,. 1967

APPENDIX B
DECREE LAW 444-MARCH 22, 1967

CHAPTER VIII

Control of Cpital
Article 105:

The rules of this Chapter shall be applicable
to foreign capital investments in Colombia,

to foreign currency credits granted to individual or entities residing in this country, and to the investments or
loans that the latter may make or grant to individuals or

organizations abroad.

SECTIONONE
Investment' of Forein Cital
Article 106:

Foreign capital investments in established
or in proposed enterprises may be represented by the following:

a)

Import of macinery and equipment covered by
non-reimbursable import licenses, as a capital
contribution;

b)

Import of foreign exchange for sale to the Bank of

the Republic to be invested in national currency as

a direct capital contribution or for the acquisition
of rights,

c)

h ares

or other valuables, and

Other, as determined by the National Council of

Economic Policy by means of general Resolutions,
Article 107:

Any proposed investment of foreign capital

in the country shall require the approval

of the (National) Planning Department,
Any substitution of the original investment shall likewise
be subject to the approval of this Department.
The (National) Planning Department shall study, within the

terms fixed by the National Council of Economic Policy,
the proposed investments, as the case may be, in accordance

with the criteria herein set forth and those laid down by
said Council through general Resolutions,

Any applications whic h ave not been resolved within the
period fixed by the regulations of the Council shall be
regarded as approved (see Article 6 of Resolution 1, 1967).
Artile _108:

The National Council of Economic Policy may
exempt certain types of investments from
the requirement of the preceding Article, due to their
evident importance for the economic and social development
of the country or their small value.

Article_109:

The application for approval of foreign
capital investments filled for the consideration of the (National) Planning Department shall
contain the following ata:

a)

Name and domicile of the investor;

b)

Purpose of the investment;

c)

Amount of the investment and, if necessary, the overall
value of the project;

d)

Period in which the remittance of profits abroad is
expected to start; and,

e)

All other data determined by the National Council of
Economic Policy through general Resolutions.

Article_10:

The National Council of Economic Policy
shall determine the criteria to be applied
by the (National) Planning Department for the study of
the foreign capital investment applications, taking into
account the following factors;

a)

Contribution of the investment to the country's
employment level;

b)

Net effect of the investment on the balance of
payments;

c)

Degree of initial and subsequent utilization of

national raw materials and parts or elements manufactured or to be manufactured in this country.
d)

Proportion between the capital imported and the fixed
investment requirements and working capital needed
by the respective enterprise;

e)

Participation of national capital and national investors;

f)

Degree of competition in the market for the respective

product;

g)
hb)

i)

Contribution to tie process of Latin American inte-

gration;

Technical features of the project,

administration; and,

its management and

All other circumstances which the Council may deem
desirable to

ensure that the investment will conform
with the programs of economic and social development
and wit the advisability of connecting foreign

capital to certain activities which can not be adequately carried out with internal resources only.

Paragrapp_%_
of exports,
Article 11

Preference shall be given to investments

ich

would result in the increase or diversification
Should t e purpose of the foreign investment

be to make direct capital contributions to
already existing enterprises, the (National) Planning

Department shall take into consideration, among the criteria mentioned in the preceding Article, those which
would be applicable to this type of investment.

Article 112:

The National Council of Economic Policy may
determine that projects of special importance

for the development of the country be submitted for the

consideration of national and foreign investors so that
investment proposals may be filed and, among them, the

most convenient to the national interests be selected,
Article 113:

Foreign capital investments shall be registered at the Office of Exchange, once
they are approved by the (National) Planning Department.
The movement of the investments, including additional
foreign investments, re-investment of profits entitled
to remittance abroad, remittance of profits and capital
reimbursement, shall also be registered at said Office,

The Office of Exchange shall regulate the manner and
terms

of the registrations herein provided for and
shall

determine,if necessary, the procedure tobe followed
for assessing the value of investments not
e in
foreign currencies, such as those represented by machinery
and equipment.
Article 114:

The registration of foreign investments and

their movement shall be made in the foreign
currency adopted by the Monetary Board and no readjust-

ment or re-evaluation will be allowed.

Article

1

:

The registration of the investment by the

Office of Exchange shall entitle (the

investor) to the following:
a)

Remittance of profits abroad witin the limits set
by this Statute and by the resolutions of the
National Council of Economic Policy which
may be

in force at the time of the registration;
b)

Reimbursement of the principal for up to the amount

actually imported plus the amount of profits reinvested entitled to remittance abroad, in the event
of total or partial disposal of the goods, shares
or respective rights; or in the case of invest-

ments subject to depletion, such as those made in

exploitation of mineral deposits, all in accordance
with the provisions of Article 12 of this Statute;

and,

c)

Reimbursement, in cases other than those contemplated

by the preceding sub-section, of moderate amounts
for investment amortization, as dictated by the
(National) Planning Department at the time of the

approval of the investment and in line with the

criteria set forth by the Council of Economic Policy.
Paragraph.:

It is understood that at no time shall the
purchase of foreign exchange be authorized
for the reimbursement of capitals for amounts exceeding

the net balance in foreign currency of the corresponding

investment, as defined in the last paragraph of the
following Article.

Articlel6:

Only those profits that were actually produced by the foreign investment may be
remitted abroad.
e Office of Exchange a
the Prefecture of Exchange Control shall supervise the exercise

of this right.

Remittances abroad of foreign capital profits may not
exceed 10% per annum, computed on the basis of the net
value in foreign currency of the investment.
percentage was increased to 14% by Resolution (This
7, 1968 of
the National Council of Economic Policy, and increased
again to 20% annually by Article 10, Decision 103 of 1976)
The net value in foreign currency of the investment is
made up of the capital initially invested, additional

foreign investments and profit reinvestments entitled

to remittance, less the capital reimbursements, all in
accordance with the amounts that have been registered
by the Office of Exchange.

Article 117:

(Substituted by Article 117 of Decree 444,

1967, as follows:)

In spite of the provisions of the
foregoing Article,
National Council of Economic Policy may increase in a te

general way or for specific branches of production
maximum percentage therein stipulate

the

for the remittance

of profits, in the light of conditions prevailing in the
international

capital market,

The council may also authorize larger percentages of
profit

remittance in the case of certain investments
which are specially important for the national economy
of which imply special risks, or which, by their nature
yield a delayed profit.
Article118:

The right to remit profits abroad from

capital investment in the country shall

become effective on the date the company starts production or the capital invested yields profits,
If over any one period profits are remitted for an amount
below the authorized percentage, the difference may be
remitted in subsequent periods, wit out exceeding
an
additional 3%

per annum,

Foreign capital investors may choose to reinvest, with

the same rights of the initial capital, any remittable

profits which have not been remitted abroad,
Artic_ 1_:

Duly registered forign capitals invested

prior to June 17, 1957 shall not require

furt er registration, but any data or information dealing wit tem must be supplied at thie request of the

Office of Exchange,
Article 120.:

Foreign capital invested in the country
after-June 17, 1957, must be registered
with the Office of Exchange,

This registration shall constitute an indispensable
requisite to continue remitting profits abroad as well
as for the reimbursement of capital,
Article 121:

The Office of Exchange may reject applications for registration filed pursuant to
t e preceding Article
en sufficient evidence is not

given to

it

as to the aut enticity of the investment and

the data relating to its movement,
Article22:

In order to obtain the registration required by Article 120 above, an application
must be filed with the Office of Exchange showing the

following information:

a)

Name of thie investor;

b)

Value of tie initial investment according to the

calculation system indicated by thle National Council
of Economic Policy;

c)

Value of the foreign investments in addition to the
initial investment, calculated in the same manner;

d)

Value of the reinvestments of profits.

e)

Amount in foreign currency of the profits remitted

abroad;
f)

Portion of capital reimbursed abroad; and

g)

All other information required by the Office of
Exchange.

Artcle_123:

The rules of this Statute as to remittance
of profits and reimbursement of capital

shall also be applicable to capitals registered prior to

June 17, 1957 and those registered pursuant to Article 120

above,
The terms and conditions under which the remittance
corresponding to amortization or reimbursement of these

capitals may be made s"all be regulated by the National

Council of Economic Policy.
Article_12_4:

Remittance of profits from foreign capital
invested in Colombia and of its reimburse-

ment shall be made through the capital market at the rate

prevailing at the time of the remittance. The capital
market rate shall also be used for the purchase by the
Bank of the Republic of

investments.
Article125:

xchane corresponding to foreign

(Substituted by Article 10 of Decree 688,

1967, as follows:)

Legal entities of any nature whose capital is partly made
up of foreign investment shall supply to the Office of
Exchange and to the Prefecture of Exchange Control the data
required to verify the movement of foreign capital and
they.shall be subject to the supervision of the Superintendency of Corporations, except when they are already

supervised by the Banking Superintendent.
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